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SIMULAÇÕES DE MOVIMENTOS FORTES E AVALIAÇ,4O
DA INFLUÊNA,E DOS PÁRÂMETROS DO MODELO POR
coMPARÁÇÃo ols ronm,as DE oNDA
Resumo
A modelação de movimentos sísmicos intensos em campo póximo é um
importante iostrumento da sismologia modema, usado nos estudos de sismologia e risco
sísmico. Existem viárias abordagens para calcúm os movimentos do solo produzido por
fontes sísmicas finitas. Neste trabalho utilizrímos um algoritmo de diferenças Íinitas,
desenvolvido para estruhrras 3D e modelos cinernáticos de fonte, para calcúar os
movimentos da Terra em campo póximo produzidos por um evento real. Os
sismogramas sinteticos e as corespondentes formas de onda registadas são
quantitativamente comparados para justificar o modelo usado. Foram também ensaiado
o efeito das variações de alguns parâmetros que caracterizam a fonte e a estutura
(velocidade de ruptur4 dimensão e geomehia, modelo de velocidade), sobre as formas
de onda. Os resultados obtidos mostraram, em geral, boa concordância entre os dados
observados e sintéticos e revelam a diferente capacidade que os parâmetros envolvidos
têm para inÍluenciar as fomras de onda obtidas.
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Summary
Modeling near-field ground motion is an important and helpful tool of modern
seismology. It helps in studies of seismic events and mitigation of seismic hazards.
Several approaches are widely used to obtain synthetic ground motion for a finite
earthquake source. In our work we use a finite-difference algorithm, developed for 3D
sfuuctures and kinernatic source models, to comput€ near-field ground motions from a
real moderate event with pre-existing slip distribution model. Lately, s5mthetic
seismograms are quantitatively compared with observed waveforms from near-field
seismic stations on order to justifr created model. Moreover, we independently changed
several source parameteÍs (rupture velocity, source dimension and geome§), and
shucture (velocity model) to evaluate their influence oú úe waveforms. Here we also
applied quantitative comparison of seismogra,ms. Obtained results showed generally
good agreement in magnitudes of motion between observed and synthetic data, and
revealed effect of different model parameters on the waveforms.
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Grormd motion modeling is an important and useful instrument of modern
seismology úat may provide valuable information about seismic events and Earth
stnrcture that helps to mitigate seismic risks.
However, synttresizing seismograms requires appropriate scientific method and
defining many parameterc of tle source and media, which differently affect the final
resút. It is believed that variations in these parameters may lead to significantly
diffeÍent seismograms. To study this problem we synthesized waveforms from a
moderate earthquake for which observed süong ground motions, a source rupture model
and structure models existed. We studied various ground motion modeling techniques
and decided to use finite-difference method based algorithm to calculate shong ground
motion in all three directions for particúar sites near epicenter of the event. Based on
obtained results, we then numerically estimated úe inÍluence of some of the used
parameteÍs by their reasonable modifications in order to understatrd how it would afect
obtained waveforms.
For waveform synthesis we used 2Dl3D elastic frnite-difference wave
propagation code E3D (Larsen & Schultz, 1995) based on the elastodlmamic
formulation of the wave equation on a staggered grid. This code gave us úe opportunity
to perform ,11 n s6sd maniFulations using computer clusteÍ of University of Évora. For
quantitative comparison of signals we used misfit criteria proposed by Kristeková et.al
(2006).
This ttresis is presented in three chapters. The first chapter is presented by brief
reüew of history of seismology, the state of úe art of existing meúods for ground
motion modeling and some meúods for quantitative waveform comparison.
The second chapter contains information about data úat were used in this work
and describes applied methodology.
The úird chapter presents obtained results and their analysis.
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Chapter I. Historical review and state of the art
Since ancient time people were trying to understand and explain the nature of
one of the most devastating disaster - eaÍhquakes. The works of authors of classical
antiquity who theorized about the natural causes of earthquakes already in the fifth
century B.C. are lost but known based on âccounts by Aristotle or Seneca. Aristotle
himself was one of the flrst to âttempt an explanation of earthquakes based on natural
phenomena. He postulated that winds within the earth whipped up the occasional
shaking of the earth's surface. During the Middle Ages and úe early modem times no
new concepts about earthquake mechanisms and causes had been developed. For the
long time, empirical observations of the effects of earthquakes were rare. In 1750,
England was uncharacteristically rocked by a series of five strong earthquakes. These
earthquakes were followed on Sunday, November l,l755,by a catashophic shock and
tsunami that killed an estimated 70,000 people, leveling the city of Lisbon, Portugal.
This event marks the beginning of the modem era of seismology, prompting numerous
studies into the effects, locations, and timing of earthquakes. For the hundreds of years
past since this event, study of earthquakes inexorably increases and its methods
advanced. In the 1850s, 60s, and 70s, were made comerstone efforts in seismology.
Robert Mallet, an engineer, measured the velocity of seismic waves in the earth using
explosions of gunpowder. His idea was to look for variations in seismic velocity úat
would indicate variations in the properties of the earth. English scientist, Robert Mallet
was also one of the first to estimate the depth of an earthquake underground. Úr Italy,
Luigi Palmieri invented an electromagnetic seismograph that was the first seismic
instruments capable of routinely detecting earthquakes imperceptible to human beings.
Many firndamental advances in seismology would be made in the late 1800s and early
1900s. Three English scientists, John Milne, James Ewing, and Thomas Gray, working
at the Imperial College of Tokyo, invented the first seismic instruments sensitive
enough to be used in the scientific study of earthquakes. h úe United States, Grove
Karl Gilbert, after studying the fault scarp from the 1872 Owens Valley, Califomia
earúrquake, concluded that the faults were a primary feature of earthquakes, not a
secondary one. Before that people thought that earthquakes were the result of
underground explosions and that faults were only a result of the explosion, not a
primary feahre of earthquúes.
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Harry Fielding Reid after examining the fault trace of the 1906 San Francisco
earthquake deduced that earthquakes were the result of the gradual buildup of stresses
within the earth occurring over many years. This stress is due to distant forces and is
eventually released violently during an earthquake, allowing the earth to rapidly
rebound after years of accumulated strain.
In 1886 Japanese geologist Seikei Sekiya became the first person to be appointed
as a professor in seismolory; he was also one of úe first people to quantitatively
analyze seismic recordings from earthquakes.
All great scientific achievements and developments in seismology were made in
order to understand nature of this phenomenon and prevent its devastating effects.
During úe yeaÍs, many scientists work on methods to predict earthquakes. However,
nowadays earthquake prediction mostly operates with percentage possibilities of
earthquake occlrlrence for the following several decades. The best working technique to
avoid catastrophic consequences of earthquakes is to be well prepared for them- To do
that it is necessary to study and model potential seismic sources in populated areas and
their effect in the region. Though earthquakes can make significant damage in the areas
far from the epicenter, harm in the immediate úcinity of the source is always much
morc severe, which múes mitigation of seismic hazmds in this regions a subject of
great importance. This is the main concem of strong ground motion seismology.
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I-1. Strong ground motion modeling
Strong motion seismology was established by earthquake engineers. Two
pioneers in this area are Kyoji Suyehiro (1877 -1932) and John R. Freeman (1855-
1932). The first was a member of the Japanese Imperial Academy and Professor of
Applied Mechanics at Tokyo Imperial university and after the Tokyo earthquake of
1923, when the Japanese govemment set up the Earthquake Research Institute at Tokyo
University, was appointed its first directoÍ, created multi-pendulum recorder named by
author..seismic vibration analyzer" and made a lot of remarkable conclusions based on
observations that lately was formulated as "soil-structure interaction". The second was
an American civil and hydraulic engineer, who first emphasized the need to develop and
deploy accelerographs to measure strong earthquake ground motion and convinced the
USC&GS to build a multi-pendulum Mechanical Vibration Analyzer. John R. Freeman,
who was among the first to recognize úe importance of monitoring ground motion at
close distânces from seismic sources. And, thought the first instrumental records of
seismic motion date back to the 1890s, thanks to his personal efforts, the first strong
$ound motion records from the Long Beach, califomia earthquúe were obtained in
1933 by the instruments specifically designed for recording strong motion and installed
in 1931 (Trifirnac, 2003; Tritunac, 2008).
From engineering point of view strong ground motion study is concemed wiú
the understanding of the characteristics - peaks of ground acceleration and frequencies
on which they occur, epicentral distance and site conditions - and effects of potentially
damaging earthquake ground motions. Numerical calculations that involve these
characteristics allow to conduct seismic hazards and to improve earthquake engineering
design (Papageorgiou, 1997). Despite the similar objective of seismic hazards
assessment, seismologist who works in strong motion seismology mainly concem witÍt
study of seismic source and rupture process and use different techniques and models
rather tÍtan engineers.
Seismologists became involved in strong motion seismology after 1966
Parkfield earthquake that provided ground motion records in immediate vicinity of the
earthquake fault (Oakeshott et at, 1966; McBvilly et al, 1967; Cloud & Percz, 1967;
Housner & Trifunac, 1967; Tsai & Patton, 1973; Levy & Mral, 197 6; Aki' 1982)'
scienti{ic seismological community felt the urgent to charactenze destructive ground
motions occurred in immediate vicinity from the source' Since tÍren, numerous
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theoretical works on simulating strong motion have been carried out, starting with the
use of a simple kinernatic model assuming source as a point (Miiller, 1969; Tsai &
PatÍou 1972; Anderson, 1973; Trifunac, 1974; Abramovici & Gal-Ezer, 1978) or as a
fault plane (Haskell, 1964; Savage, 1966; Aki, 1968; Ward & Valensise, 1989; Olsen et
al, 1995; Graves, 1998). In the evolution of methods for calculating synttretic time
histories of ground motion, kinematic source models was primarily proposed and are
widely used our days due to their ease of application. Iately, after Kostrov derived the
first three dimensional ana$cal solution for a shear stress relaxation on a plane in 1964
(Kostrov, 1964), dynamic models, which incorporate a physical relationship between
important faulting parameters of stress drop, slip, rupture velocity, and rise time, are
becoming more accessible (lda, 1973; Beroza & Mikumo, 1996; Nielsen & Olsen,
2000; Oglesby & Day,2O02; Guatteri et aL,2003; Guatteri et al,20O4; Peyrat & Olsen,
2004).
The quantitative prediction of strong ground motion and the physics of
earthquake source have been progressing rapidly with the deploym.ent of modem
strong-motion network and development of sophisticated computer algorithms for
analysis and simulation of ground motion. Through studies of large amount of
earthquakes, the simulation technique has been significântly advanced by a number of
scientists (Madariaga, 1976; Olsen & Archuleta, 1996; Larsen et al, L997; Pitarka et al,
20O4; Grandin er al, 2OO71' Grandin et al, 2OO7). Among the main achievements rnay be
named the capacity to include in calculations more realistic complex medium (Campillo
& Bouchon, 1983), úe free surface effect §iazy, 1975; Kawasaki, 1975; Kawasaki et
al, 1975; Anderson, 1976; Bouchon & Akt, 1977; Israel & Kovach, 1977; Harlznll,
1978; Archuleta & Frazier, 1978), the effect of a sedimentary layer (Ileaton &
Helmberger, 1977; Archúeta & Day, 1977; Wiggins et al, 1977; Bouchon, 1979;
Bouchoo, 1980; Bouchon & Aki, 1930), laterally heterogeneous basin structure (Jacob,
1970; Aki & Richards, 1980), and absorbing boundary condition (Lindman' 1975;
Clayton & Engquist, 1977; Chang & McMechan, 1989; Festa & Nielsen, 2003; Yang et
aI,2003).
Seismic wave simúation requires high-performance algorithms for numerical
solution of úe second-order elastodynamic equation for the displacements in the
medium. During the years, various methods was proposed and applied for this purpose
including the most widely implemented finite-difference method (Boore, 1972), finite
element method (Lysmer & Drake, 1972; Hulbert & Hughes, 1990; Toshinawa &
Ohmachi, 1992; Richter, 1994), spechal element method (Faccioli et al, 1996;
Komatitsch & Vilotte, 1998) or combination of different methods (Kummer et al, 1987)-
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Finite-difference method @DM) was one of the first to be applied and, with significant
additions and improvements, is commonly used nowadays thank§ to straight-forward
implernentation, relatively low computational requirements and higft efficiency.
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r-2. erence method
For many mathematical and physical problems it is required to approximate
solutions to differential equations, i.e., to Íind a function (or some discrete
approximation to this function) which satisfies a given relationship between various of
its derivatives on some given region of space and/or time, along with some boundary
conditions along the edges of úis domain. tn general this is a difficult problem and only
rarely can an aral)'tic formula be found for the solution. A FDM proceeds by replacing
the derivatives in the differential equations by finite-diÍference approximations. This
gives a large algebraic system of equations to be solved in place of the differential
equation, something that is easily solved on a computer.
Generally, anallical methods fail when:
1. The partial diÍferential equations are not linear and can't be linearized without
seriously affecting the result.
2. The solution region is complex.
3. The boundary conditions are of mixed tlpes.
4. The boundary conditions are time-dependent.
5. The medium is iúomogeneous or anisotropic.
To obtain solutions in úese cases FDM is often used. It was developed by A.
Thom in the 1920s under the title "the method of square" to solve nonlinear
hydrodynamic equations. As it was mentioned before, the finite-difference techniques
are based upon the approximations that permit replacing differential equations by finite-
difference equations. These finite-difference approximations are algebraic in form, and
the solutions are related to grid points. Thus, a finite-diffefence solution basically
involves three steps:
1 . Dividing the solution domain into grids of nodes.
2. Approximating the given differential equation by finite-difference equivalence
that relates the solutions to grid points.
3. Solving the difference equations subject to the prescribed boundary conditions
and/or initial conditions.
Seismologists began using FDM to solve wave propagation problems some 40
years ago. In 1968 was developed an algorithm that allows obtaining of theoretical
seismograms for the horizontal and the vertical components of displacement for
homogeneous media (Alterman & Komfeld, 1968; Alterman & Karal, 1968). With the
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rapid advance of computer technologies, 3D seismic simulation on a large scale
becomes affordable. FDMs (Kelly et al, 1976; Virieux, 1984; Virieux, 1986; Dablain,
1986; Igel et al, 1995; Graves, 1996; Pitarka, 1999; Moczo et al, 2002; Kristek &
Moczo, 2006) are widely used in 3D seismic modeling due to ttreir simplicity for
computer code.
As mentioned before, FDM is used to find numerical solution of the second-
order elastodynamic equation for the displacements in the medium. In a 3D anisotropic
medium, the wave equations that describe the elastic wave propagation are written as




where subscripts í,j,k andl take the values of 1,2, and3; p = p(x,y,z) is úe density;
ui and fi denote úe displacement component and úe source force component
rcspectively in the i-ú direction; and x1, x2 and .r3 are x,y and z directions,
respectively. o;; aÍ€ the second-order stress tensors, ciiyl aÍe the fourth-order tensors of
elastic constants that satisff the symmetrical conditions c;;ps = citk = ciiç = cp6i artd
may be up to 21 independent elastic constants for a 3D anisotropic case. Especially for
the isotropic and transversely isotropic case, the 21 independent elastic constants aÍe
reduced to two Lamé constants (.1 and p) and five constants (cí, cÉ, ca3, caa md c55).
This equation can be formúated into a set of first-order differential equations by
first diÍferentiating equation (I-2) wiú Íespect to time and then substituting the
velocitycomponents üa, 11y,uz for tle time-differentiated displacements Arjrr,"","r)-
The resúting sets of equations are given by
ôtu, = b(ô*t r* * lrto * ôrt*, * f*)
\tuy = b(Apo * Lrt"" + ôrty, * Íy) G-3)
ôtu, = b(|g*, + Ayryz * ôrtr, * fr)
Here à = I ir tft" buoyancy andqi are the stress components. Sfress-strain relationp'
transform into following set of equations:
ôtr *, = (1 + 2p)Axvx + 7(ô"v, * 0,u,)
ltryy = (7 -l2p)0rv" r 7(ô*v, * ôrvr)
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ôtt,, = (7 * 21t)0*v* + 7(ôrv, + lrv,) G4)
ôtrry = u(ô"v*+ ôrvr)
ôtT*r=F(ôrv**ô*vr)
ô1ryr= tt(lrv"*ôrvr)
These systems of equations are easily solved nowadays using a staggered-grid
finite-diÍference technique (Virieux, 1986; Lavander, 1988; Randall' 1989). Fig. I-1
shows the grid layout for staggered-grid formulation, a unit cell consists of the
wavefield variables and media paraÍneters that are defined at a specific node, as shown
in the top portion of the figure. The model space is then made up of series of repeated
unit cells that occupy a 3D volume of space. The indices (i,j, k) represent values of the
spatial coordinate s (x,y,z), respectively, and the grid spacing h is defined as the length
between the centers of two adjacent grid cells. This model is in the basin of nowadays













Fig. I-1. The grid layout for staggered-grid formulation
This scheme was widely used by seismologist for years, but, unfortunately, it
suffered from 'grid dispersion" near large gradient of the wave field, or when too-
coarse computational grids are used. For realistic applications @rankel, 1993; Olsen&
Archuleta, 1996; Pitarka & kikura, 1996a; Pitarka & Irikura, 1996b; Aoi & FujiwaÍa'
1999), balancing of the trade-off between nrmerical dispersion and computational cost
tumed out to be rather difÍicult. For classical second-order centered FDMs, at least 15




frequency (Kelly et al, 1976; Alford et al, 1974). Virieux (1984; 1986) proposed a
velocity-stress staggered-grid scheme in which the first-order equations were used
instead of the second-order equations. Levander (1988) extended the staggered-grid
scheme to a fourth-order approximation. It allows reducing of grid dispersion and
anisotropy. This can also be achieved by using fourth-order centered schemes both in
space and time, based on modified wave-equation techniques (Dablain, 1986; Bayliss et
al, 1986). Anottrer difficúty with finite differences is their inability to implement free-
surface conditions with the saÍDe accuracy as in tlte interior regions of the model and
their lack of geometrical flexibility. However, some techniques can incorporate surface
topography in finite-difference simúations by using methods based on grid deformation
to match exactly the free surface relief (Tessmer et al, 1992; Hestholm & Ruud 1994).
It is effective for relatively smooth topography but has limitations for steep topography.
Other methods employ a rectangúar grid and generalize the free surface condition (Jih
et al, 1988; Frankel & I*ith, 1992; Robertsson, 1996; Ohminato & Chouet, 1997).
Combined with the staggered grid formulation, úey often remain limited to simple
geometrical transforrnations and may affect the stability criterion in the case of grid-
deformation techniques, or they require up to 15 grid points per shortest wavelength in
the case of vacuum-to-solid techniques, which puts some limitations for narrow free-
surface structures.
An efiicient solution is to use method called a multigrid variable-grid, or
method. The
discretization of the model and úe wave field as reqüred by the velocity structuÍe.
Compared to a standard uniforrn finite-difference grid approach, this method saves a
considerable amount of memory and computations. Several seismological studies
describing the discontinuous grid approach have been reported (Moczo, 1989; Jastram
& Tessmer, 1994;Moczo,1996; De Lilla, 1997). This approach enables to handle rough
topography efficiently and was widely implemented by seismologist.
In úis work the long-period motions (<1.4 Hz) from the moderate event \ ere
numerically calcúated using the 3D FDM for broad-band stations, located in immediate
vicinity from the faút. For our modeling, we used úe furite-difference code, E3D
(Larsen & Schultz, 1995), which is accurate to fourth-order in space and to second-
order in time. It utilizes a regularly spaced staggered grid for six stress and tlrree
velocity components. A free surface boundary condition and absorbing boundary
conditions (Clayton & Engqús! 1977) were used.
approach allows to vary the
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I-3. Quantitative rmmparison of signals
The synthesis of seismograms for a particular event in order to assess influence
of model parameters on results requires capacity to make fair quantitative comparison of
the results with original data. Although the simple visual comparison of two signals
could be useful in some cases, it is obvious that it cannot provide proper quantification
and characterization of the difference between úe seismograms. Sometimes the misfit
of two seismograms is evaluated using following formula:
D(t) - s(ü) - srel(ú) (r-5)
Here s(t) is the tested seismogram, srry (t) is the reference seismogram, and t is time.
D(t) shows a time dçendent difference between two seismograms. It is clear that it
can provide very misleading information. The simplest exarnple is a pure time shift of
two identical signals. In this case D(ú) would be large witlout any reasonable
explanation for tlte difference.
Sometimes it is necessary to investigate and show dependence of the misfit
between two solutions on some important parameter(s) as, for example, epicentral
distance, Poisson's ratio, grid spacing, time step, parameters of source and medium. In
such cases it is reasonable to chmacterize the misfit by a proper single valued integral
quântity. A simple integra.l criterion corresponding to the difference seismogram D(t)
may be defined as
MD_ [g ls(t)-s* r)l
Itls'ry14l
(r-6)
A more commonly used misÍit criterion (Geller & Takeuchil, 1995) is the RM'S
(root mean square) misfit defined as
RMS _ Xtls(t)- sre ol (r-7)
2t1s,"11t1
However, these three criteria do not clariff the cause of misfit between two signals.
They are unable to properly characteírze it.
Considering some time sipal as a reference, it is clear that some modifications
of úe signal can be more visible and understandable in úe time domain, some others in
the frequency domain. Some modifications in whole or part sipal can change
only/mainly amplitudes or envelope, some others can cha[ge only/mainly phase. At the
same time, the most complete and informative characterization of a signal can be
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obtained by its decomposition in the time-frequency plane, that is, by is time-frequency
representation (TFR). The TFR enables us to see the time evolution of the spectral
content. It seems quite natural to define misfit criteria based on the TFR, úat is, time-
frequency dependent criteria. From the time-frequency sigrral or misfit represeÍrtation it
is then easy to obtain time- or frequency-dependent quantities by projecting úe TFR
onto either of two domains. tt is also possible to naturally define single-valued
quantities based on úe TFR
In 2006 the misfit criteria based on the time-frequency representation of úe
seismograms obtained as the continuous wavelet transform with úe analyzing Morlet
wavelet was proposed (Kristeková et al, 2006). Equations presented in that work allow
obtaining time-frequency envelope and phase misfits, time-dependent envelope and
phase misfits, frequency-dependent envelope and phase misfits, and single-valued
envelope and phase misfits.






Here t is time, a is the scale parameter, á is the translational paÍameter, and Y is the
analyzing wavelet. The scale parameter a is inversely proportional to frequency f. As
analyzing wavelet any progressive in both the time domain ând úe frequency domain
wavelet could be considered. Continuous waveletsare functions used by the continuous
wavelet transform. These functions me defined asanalytical expressions, as fimctions
either of time or of frequency. Most of úe continuous wavelets are used for both
wavelet decomposition and composition transforms.
For different applications various continuous wavelets was invented, such as
Morlet wavelet and Mexican hat wavelet and their modifications, Shannon wavelet,
Hermitian wavelet, Beta wavelet and some others. Úr this work was used complex
Morlet wavelet (Fig. I-2). It is a complex wavelet which can be decomposed in two









































Fig. I-2. Complex Morlet wavelefi solid line preseús real part, dashed line shows imaginary
part
In view of that scale parameter a depends on frequency / as 1 = ao froo, the
TFR of sigpal s(t) can be deÍined as
w(t,Í) = cwrs,o.1{s(t)}; a=ao1rnr,b =t (I-e)
Considering the TFR of both the original and referential signals as W(t,f) nd
W,"f G, f) and N7 and Np as the numbers of time and frequency samples in úe time-
frequency plane, respectively, a local time-frequency envelope difference defined as
^E(t,f) -lw(t,f)l-lw"r1,Dl r,-,ol






After that envelope and phase misfits dependent on boú time and frequency can
be defined as following:
time-frequency envelope misfit (TFEM)
AE(t,Í)rFEM(t,f) -







fFEM(t,Í) characterizes the difference between úe envelopes of úe two signals as a
function of time and frequency. Analogously, f FPM(I, f) characterizes the difference
between the phases of the two sipals as a firnction of time and frequency. Both
18
differences are normalized with respect to the maximum absolute TFR value of the
reference signal.
These misfit criteria were used in úis work as criteria for quantitative
comparison of syntheüc waveforms for objectives that was defined before.
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Chapter II. Data and methodology description
II-1. Description of the data
The main goal of this master student work was to gain theoretical knowledge
and practical skills in seismic source modeling and waveform slmthesis. In order to
achieve this goal, after reúsion of theoretical basins of source modeling and waveform
synthesis, it was decided to apply them for strong ground motion waveform synthesis of
actual moderate event using its source geomery and slip distributiou along wiú
regional velocity structure as input parameteÍs. Further, we planned to assess inÍluence
of different model pÍrameteÍs on simulated strong-motion wavefomrs.
As a moderate seismic event that could provide us with near-field strong-motion
data we decide on using the Alum Rock earthquake that occurred near the junction of
the Hayward and Calaveras faults in the San Francisco Bay, Califomia, on October 31,
2007 at approximately 8:04 p.m. PDT (Fig. II-l).The Calaveras and Hayward faults axe
major components of the San Andreas Fault system in the San Francisco Bay region.
This s5rstem forms úe plate tectonic boundary between the North American Plate and
úe Pacific Plate. Geodetic monitoring of ttre Calaveras faút indicates about 6 mr/yr,
but further souú near Hollister úe long-term offset rate of about 17 mm/year. Historic
earthquakes on the calaveras faút and inshumental seismicity suggest úat this fault
ruptures in moderate sized earthquakes (M,,5 - 6.5 ) that occur on time scales of
decades (rather úan larger earthquakes that occur on time scales of hundreds of years).
The fault is also known to be creeping aseismically along much of its length, which may
contribute to tle release of stress. The interaction between the calaveras and Hayward
faults produces rcgion of complex deformation and is usually considered as a single
system for developing rupture scenarios for seismic hazard assessments. Moreover,
recent studies of seismicity, geological, and geophysical data in the region @once et al,
2004; Williams et al, 2005) reüled that the Haywmd fault at depths below 6 km
connects in a simple way to úe Calaveras faút as a structure following the Mission
seismic Trend. The san Francisco Bay area is one of the most well studied seismically
active regions and it is densely covered with digital stations, including short period














Fig. II-1. Area of interest - San Francisco Buy; Hayward Fault shown in yellow; Calaveras
Fault shown in red; San Andreas Fault shown in black. Blue triangles represent locations of
broad-band seismic stations that provided us with strong-motion waveforms. Green star marks
epicenter of selected even.
The Alum Rock earthquake had Mw - 5.4 and its focal mechanism indisated
right-lateral strike-slip. It was the largest event occurred in the region since the 1989
Lorna prieta earthquake (M* - 6.9) and caused stress changes in the Calaveras Fault
and the nearby Hayward Fault. Ground shaking was felt in the epicentral region, in San
Francisco, Oakland and some other areas to the North with over 60,000 felt reports.
parts of the Bay Area felt the shaking for up to 15 seconds. Strike, dip and rake angles
were estimated as 323o, 87o, and 1B0o respectively (Fig. II-2) and hypocenter of the
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Fig. II-2. Moment tensor solution for the Alum Rock earthquake from the web-site of Berkeley
Seismological Laboratory (.http://seismo.berkeley.edu/-peggy/AlumRock'htr-n)
The strong motion seismograms for the earthquake were obtained on the web-
site of Center for Engineering Strong Motion Data
(htlp://wwry.strongmotioncenter.org4. We picked six broad-band strong ground motion
stations that provided us with good azimuthal coverage and were located in the distance
range from 5.4 to 14 km from the epicenter (Fig. II-1, Table II-1).







Table II-l.Epicentral distance of the stations :ll
Four of these stations belong to USGC network, one - to CGS network, and one
- to CHR network. For each station we \Mere provided with three components of ground
motions - North, East and Upward. Waveforms \Mere presented in a form of standard
tape format for CSMIP strong-motion data tapes Volume 2. A Volume 2 file contains
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the inshument and base-line corrected data. For each of the channels, the file has three
headers - alphanumeric text header, integer header, and real-value header, followed by
the acceleration time series, the velocity time series, and the displacement time series.
Subsequently, a slip distribution model of selected event was required.
Unfortunately, slip distribution wasn't available as dataset. It was obtained from the
report of the Berkeley Seismological Laboratory (Hellweg et aL,2007) (Fie. II-3).
Finally, a velocity model was required for the region of interest. ln our work we
used the very detailed lD velocity model (Aagaard et aI,2008). It follows the average
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Fig. II-3. Slip distribution obtained by Hellweg et al. (2007). Black grid covers the asperity
where the maximum slip occurred. It was selected for simulations as finite fault slip model.
The decision to use of lD velocity model was justified by the choice of finite-
difference code. E3D algorithm that we used in our work for waveform synthesis allows
to input a velocity model into the grid by several ways. First way is to present velocity
model as a sequence of blocks that could be specified by velocities of P- and S-waves in
particular layer, its density, vertical gradient, P/S ration, Q value for P andlot S wave
attenuation, central frequency of attenuation curve and starting and ending position of






which defines a grid-based velocity frle with t}re same description of the model as in
"blocti'type. And úe last way is to define a 3D polygon velocity file through type
'!oly3d". It allows input a velocity model via 3D polygon solids. However, the
documentation on using this option currently is not proüded by algorithm developers.
In our case, we preferred to use precise lD velocity model extended to 3D medium and
described by the line type "block' that is easy to set and modify in working process if
necessary. We also combined first six layers of proposed velocity model in one layer
because it was originally very detailed and minimum velocity of úe model would be too
small for calculations.
Table II-2. lD Velocity model by Aagaard (2008). First six layers were combined in úe
same layer with width of 100 m, V, equals 2.4 lor/sec, V" equals 1.1 krn/sec and density equals
2.3 glcm3
Width of the layer,
m
Vn, krn/s V., krn/s p,gtcrf
2 1,7 0,35 2
4 1,8 0,55 2,1
6 1,8 0,8 2,1
8 1,9 0,9 2,1
10 a I ))
70 2,4 I,t 2,3
100 a 6 1,2 ) 4
300 3 I 4 2,4s
500 3 6 1,95 2 5
500 4,2 2 3 2,55
1000 4 8 2,8 2 6
500 5,2s J ) 62
2000 5,6 3,25 2,65
2000 5 9 3Ar 2,7
2000 6,ls 3,55 2,75
8000 6,3s 3,62 2,8s
8000 7 4,1 3
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II-2. Methodology
' The main goal of úis work was to simulate ground motion waveforms produced
by the seismic source in the immediate vicinity from the epicenter, and then compare
obtained synthetic seismograms with actual data from the field measurements during úe
earthquake in order to justi§ the model we originally set. Furúer, we planned to modiff
independently various parameters of the model and proceeded simúations with úese
modifications in order to recogr.ize their effect on waveforms in terms of phase and
envelope misfits. The data processing chart is presented on the Fig. II-4.
Model parameters
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Fig. tr4. Data pross5sing chart
A very important part of working process was to select approach, meúod and
algorithm that would be used for simulations. From úe varieties of available wave
simulating algorithms, we stopped on finite-difference code úat works úth kinernatic
source model - E3D (Larsen & Schultz, 1995). E3D algorithm was developed by
Shawn Iarsen in 1992. It is an explicit 2Dl3D elastic finite-difference *ur" p.op"gúiftF I\í,.




order accurate in time and based on the elastodymamic fonnulation of the wave equation
on a staggered grid (Madariaga, 1976; Virieux, 1986; Lavander, 1988), The grid is
staggered in both space and time and regularly spaced. The computed variables at each
node are the velocities and the components of the stess tensor. Input consi.lr o16 single
parameter file containing information about run-time options, grid stucture, time
stepping pararneters, source functions, velocity model, and output options. Various data
also can be input from sepaÍate files. Ou@ut could be seismograrns (SAC format),
images (floating point), and run-time visualization. This code allow to implement such
features as absorbing (non-reflecting) boundary conditions, sponge boundary
conditions, stress-free surface conditious, multiple sources, attenuation, topography
(2D), lD static grid refinement, hybridizaüon, parallelization (shared memory/message
passing), run-time visualization, SAC output, image output and pure acoustic modeling
option (for efficiency). This code is installed on the CGE cluster (ROMUI-,O) and is
widely implemented by the research team of Intemal Geophysics/Seismology of CGE
for wavefomr simulations.
We intended to simulate long-period waveforms for three components of six
near-field seismic stations, because simulation of high frequencies reqüres much more
precise description of tle rupture process and structure model then the one we had and
necessitates more complicated approach (stochastic approach). By comparing the
computed motions wittr recorded motions, we were able to assess how well we can
reproduce the recorded shaking relative to the uncertainty in úe earthquake source. In
order to quantitatively assess úe effect of uncertainties in some model parameters on
synthetic waveforms, we then made reasonable changes in úese parameters. Hence, we
used two different velocity models of the region (Aagaard et al, 2008; Waldhauser &
Ellsworúr, 2002), modified strike angle (150 in boú directions wiú the same hlpocenter
location), dip angle (100 in both directions), rupture velocity (2.8, 3.1 krr/sec) and
length of the fault (13.5 lan). Results of simúations through modified parameter of úe
model were later compared with results obtained üa original model using quantitative
misÍit criteria (Kristeková et aI,2006). That would give us a chance to assess effect
produced by parameters modification not only in amplitudes of motion, but also in
phases.
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a. Observed data Processing
Observed strong ground motion, although they were preprocessed, reqüred
firther processing. So as to complete data processing, we had to convert data from
Volume 2 format to SAC format for firther operations with seismograms'
SAC is an abbreviation for Seismic Analysis Code. It is a general puÍpose
interactive program designed for tle study of sequential signals, especially time-series
data. It is a strong analysis tool used by research seismologists in úe detailed study of
seismic events. Analysis capabilities include general arithmetic operations, Fourier
transforms, three spectral estimation techniques, IIR and FIR filtering, signal stacking,
decimation, interpolation, correlation, and seismic phase picking. It is very usefirl and
powerfirl tool for processing seismic data.
By means of creating a simple feature (vol2mat) in FORTRAN 77, we formed
ASCII-file that contained sampling rate and mapitudes of the velocity for each chosen
station. To complete transformation from Volume 2 to SAC format we applied
MATI/.B utilities called rsac.m and wsac.m created by Michael Thorne
://web.utah. that allows add empty header to ASCII-file and write a
binary file in SAC format
After that obtained binary files were treated in SAC: time series, vsith instrument
effect deconvolved were decimated to the same sampling rate (DELTA) of 0.5 seconds
and were cut from first wave arrival to twenty second. These parameters will be used
later for ground motion simulations. Moreover, data were filtered with low-pass filter
for frequencies up to 1.4 Hz for the reason that tle maximum frequency of the seismic
wave that can be correctly simulated using further proposed model is considered to be
eqtal f""4 from úe following condition:
fceu 1't1mínfíh (tr-1)
In this inequality f""4 is the minimum of all frequencies calcúated for each unit cell,
v*in and h are minimum wave speed and grid spacing respectively.
Afterwards, processed SAC-Íiles were split by sac2mat.m utility
case.caltech.eór/us matlab/s in 2 arrays of file header and dataúat




The first step of simulations was to develop a model tlat includes parameters
related to úe source and velocity model that will be later processed using E3D code.
Besides that, E3D reqúres information about grid (dimensions and step of the grid (in
km), timing (total duration of seismogram, time step (in seconds) and number of
points) and output files.
The grid parameters in E3D had to be set using 
*grid" line tlpe that defines the
grid dimensions, parametem, and some run time options. As was said before, the E3D
code use finite-difference staggered grid for simulations. It means that the simúated
state variables are spatially staggered from one another. Fig. II-5 illustrates their
distribution in grid nods. The velocities presented as v*,vy, and v,, andthe stress tensor
presented as components [r, (corresponds to tle nonnal stresses [r, Tw, Tzr), Try,
Ta7' Tyz. I/, is considered as the reference point for each virhral node and the other
variables are staggered by l/2 gnd point from this reference point. To set the grid
pafameters we had to speciff úe variables of úe "grid" line type. That parameters were
x,y,z and dh thx are dimensions of the grid in East, North and depth directions and
gnd spacing in kilometers respectivÚ. Simulation of seismic waves in the immediate
úcinity of the source didn't require large grid, so the explored volume was limited to a
box 80 kn long (East direction), 60 km wide §orth direction) and 25 km deep' The
E3D code implements nonreflecting bormdary condition, which let us defined narrow








Fig. tr-5. Left-handed coordinate system and state variables distribution in E3D code
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To set úe grid parameters we had to specify the variables of the "grid" line t1pe.
That parameters were x,y, z ard tlh that are dimensions of the grid in East, Norú and
vertical downward directions and grid spacing in kilometers respectively. Simulation of
seismic waves in the immediate vicinity of the source didu't require large grid, so the
explored volume was limited to a box 80 km long @ast direction), 60 km wide §orth
direction) and 25 km deep. The E3D code implements nonreflecting boundary
condition, which let us defined narrow boundaries for the media and significantly
reduces computational and memory storage requirements. Grid spacing, as well as time-
step increment, was set to satisff the Courant condition that required for stability of
solution:
dt<Íactor*d.h/Vnax (rr-2)
Here dú is a time-step of the output simulated seismogram, V^r, is the maximum
velocity in the model @-wave velocity) and factor is a constant that for 3D case equals
0.494. To satisfu úis stability criterion, we put dh as 0.15 kn.
The other important parameters that could be specified in E3D algorithm are
physical model and mechanisms of propagating grid. h our studies, we used elastic
model which is a priori physical model of the code. A propagating grid is an option
useful for problems run on massively parallel processors, is unnecessary in our
simulations and set as "active=0".
After the grid parameters were defined it was necessary to input the finite-
difference timing parameters. '"Time" line t5pe required to set time-step increment dt
and number of time-steps t. Time-step increment dt was set as 0.005 seconds. It is
important to point out that according to calculated Courant condition using I/-o, of
originally used velocity model (Aagaard et al, 2008) dü has to be less than 0.01058
seconds. But for altemative velocity model (Waldhauser & Ellsworth, 2002) which
V^* is greater dt has to be less úan 0.00928 seconds. Thus, in order to satisfy both of
these requirement and use appropriate and convenient value for further manipulations
with waveforms it was decided to set dt as 0.005 seconds. Value of time increment is in
agreement (úough it was not necessary) with time-step increment of the source-time
function that was used for simulations. The number of time-steps was set as 4000 which
resulted in 20 seconds of total time of simulated seismograms. We assumed based on
the total rupture duration (estimated 2.9 seconds) that study of 15 seconds after first
arrival of strong-motion synthetic seismograms and comparison of them wiú original
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data from the strong-motion stations would be sufficient and would allow to make
conclusions about faimess oftle proposed model.
An appropriate velocity model is a factor of great importance in waveform
simulations. In our work we used tle lD velocis model for short-period simúations
(Aagamd et al, 2008) adapted for 3D media. Parameters of the velocity model were
specified using line type "block". We set P- and S-waves velocities, density for each
layer and its top and bottom depth according to the model. Hence, in our work we used
layered velocity structure.
The ground motion from earthquakes is often predicted based on finite-fault
modeling, in which the faút plane is discretized into small independenfly rupturing
subfaults; úe radiation from all subfaults is summed at the observation point.
Description of seismic source in E3D can be perfomred using several source qpes
including multiple souÍces. úr our case we used this option to include multiple sources
into úe same nm to present the source as a set of subfaults that have some joint borders
and in total represent the entire finite fault.
Geometry of the source fault plane - strike, dip and rake -was considered as
323o,90o, and 180o rcspectively according to moment tensor solution Based on the süp
distribution (Hellweg et al,2007), úe source was defined as a finite faút plane 9 km in
length by 6 km in width (the area is resüicted by the black grid on the Fig. II-3). This is
the part of the fault úat suffered from the sipificant amount of slip. The faút plane
was diüded on subfaúts 1.5 km by 1.5 km in dimensions and each subfaultis presented
as independent seismic source wittr its own coordinates and depth of center-top of its
plane, geometry, location of tle hypocenter, amÍrlitude, velocity of rupture, source-time
function file and staÍ-time. Some of úese pararneters are equals for different subfaúts
(geometry, location of úe hypocenter on the plane (always in the center of subfault),
velocity of rupture and source-time function file). However, coordinates of center-top of
subfaults, amplitude and start-time were calculated separately for each subfault.
Coordinates of úe center-top of subfaults were calculated using geographic
coordinates and depth of úe earthquake hypocenter and the faút geome§. The
hypocenter of the event was placed in úe middle of the grid (40 km in úe z direction
and 30 km in the y direction) on the appropriate depth and other coordinates were
calculated with respect to it. Upper edge of úe higher row of subfaults located on the
depth of 8 km, upper edge of the lower row of subfaúts - on the depth of I 4 km.
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Table tr-2. Coordinates of center-top ofthe first row of subfaults
Table II-2 contains coordinates of center-top of the first row of subfaults. Since
the dip angle of úe fault equals 900 the coordinates of center-tops of other rows would
be equal to corresponding coordinates of the upper row. For total of four rowsn depttr to
the upper edges of subfaults was 8, 9.5, 11 and 12.5 km respectively. The initial point of
Íupture locates at the depú of9.2 l«n.
The amplitude parameter of source relates to total scalar seismic moment that
corresponds to specific subfault. It will be mútiplied with the input source time-history.
The source amplitude is defined by the "amp" attibute of úe source line-fipe, It is
requiÍed, although it can be equal 0.
Amplitude attibute had to be calculated for each subfault independently since
the slip on the fault was considered nonuniform. To calculate it we used formula
proposed in E3D code manual (Larsen & Schultz, 1995):
axnp=Mo/Np/JSTH (rr-3)
Ms is a desired seismic momen! / SfA is an integral of source time history and N, is a
paÍameter that represents the number of points on the fault plane and has to be
calculated due to the following formula:
Np= ab s 
(x 2 - x 1),ab s $t 2- y )) Wt
t dlt (rr-4)+1 ) * +1dh
In the formula (II-4) x1, !1, x2, !2 are úe coordinates at the ends of the fault, I4l is a
faút width and dh is grid spacing. It is needed to point that this fonnúa is only fair in
case of vertical fault that is not aliped with the grid. For a non-vertical faút, I4l in
theabove equations has to be substituted with Zbp - Zbú for faults dipping greater than
450, or with the horizontal distance re,presenting the projection of the faút width to the
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surface for faults dipping less than 450 . Z bp and Z 6ss are the depths of upper and lower
borders of the fault.
Another difficulty was to obtain magnitude of the slip in each particular cell of
the grid. It was necessary in order to obtain seismic moment Mo that is required to
calculate the amplitude of source. The amount of slip in centimeters was calculated for





Here .9; is a slip in centimeters for the subfaultÍ, N; is amount of slip marked by
paÍicular colorj, and P,; is a percentage of this color in the subfault. Slip distribution in
centimeterc was calculated with this formula for each subfault. Maximum slip equals
17.9 cm (which is consistence with data presented in the report of úe Berkeley
Seismological Laboratory (Hellweg et al, 2007)).
Earthquakes are often thought to follow self-similar scaling in which the source
dimensions are scale-invariant, that is, events of different sizes camot be distinguished
except by a scale factor (Scholz, 1990). Using the relation between seismic moment and
the source dimensions
Mo = IuLWD (II-6)
where p is the rigidity of cracking rocks, tr andW are length and width of subfault
respectively and D is a calculated slip we obtained seismic moments for each and every
subfault, and after that calculated amplitude of source following formula (II-3).
Rupture does not occur on the surface of finite fault at the same time; it radiates
from initial point in the hypocenter. To reach this effect in our simulations, it was
necessary to set start time shift for each subfault. It was calculated individually. First,
we calculated the total duration of the rupture following the empirical relation (Caldeira,
2007):
T, - lgo.esz*u--3.782 ,for M* < 7 (rr-7)
Here M', is a moment magnitude and in our case equal to 5.4. Hence, Tr equals 2.9 sec.
We also set the velocity of rupture as 3 km/sec based on the assumption that it is equal
to 0.8 of S-wave velocity or 0.5 of P-wave velocity (Larsen & Schultz, 1995) and that
seismic source located on the depth between 8 and 14 km (Fig. II-2, Table II-1).
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Afterwards, we calculated the time that it takes for rupture to travel from initial
point to the center of each particúar sublault. That gave us start time shift for each all
subfaults.
Then, assuming that, according to E3D manual, the rupture will propagate in a
circular pattem outward from the hypocenter and defining the hypocenter, we calculated
the time that it woúd take for the rupture to propagate from hypocenter to reach center
of each subfault center.
Source time function (STF) is the earthquake source signal produced by faúting-
The STF in earthquúes can be modeled by mathematic functions that typically are
symmetric and evolves in time, first increasing and after decreasing. The time interval
where the evolution increases is called "rise time". Real faults give rise to a very
complicated source time firnctions. However, for calculations simple form signals are
usually used. In our simulations, we used úe same simple triangúar source time
function for each subfault (Fig. II-6). Total time of rupture for each subfault was
estimate as 0.25 seconds, using dimensions of the subfaút and rupture velocity. During
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Fig. II-6. Triangular source-time function
The sites on the surface for which seismic sip.als were computed correspond to
locations near-field seismic stations that provided us with actual observed seismograms.






coordinates and ratio degree/krn for their region of location. As an output we obtained
one seismogram for each oftlree channels of all six stations in SAC format.
Afterwards, these results were filtered using low-pass fiter (f <1.4 Hz) and then
quantitatively compared with processed observed data through MATLAB algorithm that
generated time-frequency envelope and phase misfits between signals and constructed
visualizations of resúts of comparison.
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c. Influence of model parameters assessment
Usage of adequate model pmameters is a matter of great importance in terrns of
ground motion synthesis and it is not easy to calibrate úem and take all the factors into
account in order to obtain reasonable results. Besides, while we were searching for
infomration and model parameters to set we realized úat different information sources
for the same seismic event gave different values of some parameters. Hence, after
obtaining the results of simulations based on original model we decided independently
modiff several of its parameters in reasonable limits ant check quantitatively how it
would affect envelope and phase of waveform in time-frequency domain.
To assess our results we use the misfit criteria for quantitative comparison of
seismograms (Kristeková et al, 2006) and based on úe time-frequency representation of
seismograms obtained as a continuous wavelet transform with a Morlet wavelet. In our
work we apply úe time-frequency envelope misfit and time-frequency phase misÍit.
It was decided to test five parameters of the source model: strike angle, dip
angle, length of the fault plane, and nrpture velocity. We also decided to substitute
original velocity model with ottrer model of the region (Waldhauser & Ellswort[ 2002).
It is lD velocity model for P-waves used for routine location by the NCSN for events on
the Hayward and Calaveras Fault (Table II-3). The S-wave velocities were obtained by
ssaling the corresponding velocities of P-waves by a factor |*. Densities were
calculated for each layer using empirical relations between elastic wave speeds and
density in tle Earú's crust (Brocher, 2005):
o( Ur): L6672 *vp - 0.472L *vpz t o.o67t* 7r3 - 0.0043 *
ye4 + 0.000106 * ypsGr-s)
Here p is densi§ and I/, is P-wave velocity in the particular layer.
Table tr-3. Velocity model úat was used for simulations as altemative to originally set
(Waldhauser & Ellsworth, 2002)
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Top of layer, lcm V*lm/s V", km/s P, glcm'
0 J 77 2,18 2,36
I 4,64 2,68 2,48
J 5,34 3,08 2,58
6 5,75 3,32 2,66
t4 6,22 3,59 2,76
25 7,98 4,61 3,27
Origrnal strike angle of the fault in the model was rotated on 150 in botÍr positive
and negative directions. Rotation axis was set tlrough the hlpocenter poin! so its
position in the grid remained unchanged. Coordinates of subfaults top-centeÍs were
recalculated with respect to new strike angle.
Another source paÍameter úat we decided to test was dip angle. We decided to
rotate the fault plane from vertical position in boú NE and SW directions by 100. We
recalculated locatior» of all subfaúts center-top points úth respect to the new dip
angles. In case of rotation in SW direction we also were forced to change úe direction
of strike angle by 1800 without changing rake angle (that brought it to 05. Besides,
since the faút plane in both cases was not vertical anymore, we ought to recalculate
amplitude of sources. It was made following fomrula (II-3) rvith corresponding
modification of W parameter for N, in formúa (II-4).
The original length of the finite faút plane was assumed as 9 km because it
covered main slip asperity on the slip distribution (Fig. II-2). However, we were
concem úth possibility that extension of faút plane length could lead to sipificant
changes of wavefonns. So, we extended the original fault plane by 3 km in north-west
direction and 1.5 km in south-east direction. It forced us to recalculate amplitudes for all
subfault, though the total seismic moment was preserved.
The last source model parameter to test was rupture velocity. Values of rupture
velocity, as well as values of P. and S-waves speeds, depends of the mechanics
proprieties of the rocks that forms the fault, and then habitually relates. However, since
our fault plane didn't belong to one particular velocity layer, it seemed reasonable to
test minimum and maximum of possible rupture velocities. In our case this values equal
2.8 md3.l km/sec respectively. [n order to incorporate these values into original model,
we had to recalculate source time shift for each subfault and change duration of source-
time function.
After we finished testing source model parameter, it was decided to use
altemative veloc§ model of the region. It is difficult to overestimate the importance of
fair velocity model for waveform simulations. The originally used velocity model was
rather detailed and desiped for short-period simulations. In contrary, it was agreed to
use less precise stmcture model of the region to see if it would make sipificant
difference in terms of results.
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Simulated and observed waveforms are presented in appendix, while results of
their comparison are presented in the following chapter.
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Chapter III. Obtained results and their analysis
The following chapter consists oftwo principal parts. In the fust part we analyze
the results of application ofFDM and algorithm for shong ground motion synthesis for
úe Alum Rock earthquake (M* = 5.4) úat occurred near the junction of the Hayward
and Calaveras faúts in the San Francisco Bay, Califomia, on October 31,2007. We
used existing slip distribution for this event obtained through inversion in the Berkeley
Seismological Laboratory that was available in the report (Hellweg et a1,2007) (Fig, II-
3) and very detailed lD velocity model of the San Francisco Bay region that was
adapted for 3D media (Aagaard et al, 2008) (Table II-2) as input parameters of the
model in simulations of waveforms for úree channels of six broad-band stations located
in the immediate vicinity from the epicenter of the event. Results of simulations were
quantitatively compared with observed waveforms using misfit criteria (Kristeková et
Lt,2006).
The second part contains analysis of úe results of study of importance of some
paÍameters of the model involved in waveform slmthesis. We present here the
visualizaüon and analysis of quantitative comparison of wavefonns obtained using
original model we set in the first part with wavefomrs obtained using models with
separately and independently modified parameters of original model: - dip angle, strike
engls, lgÍrgú sf úe fault plane, rupture velocity, and velocity model.
In both cases for comparison and üsualization we used the dweloped MATLAB
code based on tle wavelet transform to quantify the time-frequency envelope and phase
misfit (Kristeková et al, 2006). This code, as well as observed and synúetic waveforms
and E3D input files ofdifferent models are applied in appendix.
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III-1. Quantitative comparison of observed and synthetic
waveforms
Resúts of strong ground motion simulation against observed data and misfit
between them in envelope and phase in time-frequency domain are presented in the
Appendix, in the section A5 (example presented on úe Fig. III-I). Synthetic data were
obtained using model which parameters were discussed previously (Chapter ID and are
presented in Appendix as an input file for E3D algorithm (42-a).
On the presented figures, a color scale indicates the misfit mapitude. On úe
pictures misfit presented in paÍs from one taking reference sipal as etalon. We
Fansformed it into percentâge by simply multiplying the value by 100 for better
understanding. Misfit between the waveforms is inhomogeneous arrd it is important to
point out that for analysis we used only maximum value of misfit. For both envelope
and phase misfit positive values indicated with warm colors on color scale. In terms of
envelope misfit it signifies that envelope of compared signal exceeded envelop of
reference signal. In terms of phase misfi! it indicates that compared signal arrived
earlier than reference signal and is shifted in backward direction along the time line with
respect to reference sigral. Congruently, cold palette shows negative misfit and means
that envelope of reference sigrral exceeded envelop of compared signal. Negative phase
misfit indicates that compared signal arrived later than reference signal and is
consequently shifted in progressive direction along the time line with respect to
reference signal.
Time line is associated with the horizontal axis. Time unites are seconds.
Vertical axis for envelop and phase time-frequencies misfit visualizations represents
scale parameter a that is in invers dependence from frequency of the sigrral (Eq. I-9).
Thus, the smallest value of scale parameter equals 20 indicates the highest presented
frequency (l. Hz). Vertical axis for the visualization of two analyzed signals indicates






























































































































Fig. III-1.Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), comparison of observed and synthetic
waveforms (middle) and time-frequency phase misfit (bottom) for the three charurels (a - East,


























s7950 14 km East
North
Up
0.015899 -0.0t4521. 0.015169 -0.024246
0.013926 -0.01472r 0.003435 -0.011311
0.003987 -0.004843 0.01324t -0.006866
CHR 6.6 km East 0.087013 -0.071132 0.046486 -0.03t226
North 0.105834 -0.0s.6485 0.08.5103 -0.046711
Up 0.027172 -0.013542 0.009690 -0.013867
MP3 10.3 km East 0.024228 -0.022915 0.0,14063 -0.068273
North 0.022084 -0.023885 0.04626t -0.028371
Up 0.005209 -0.005908 0.015372 -0.007968
Q32 10.8 km East 0.044501 -0.042279 0.047462 -0.072689
North 0.040803 -0.040256 0.098770 -0.062763
Up 0.006494 -0.007161 0.003506 -0.002213
ROC 5.4 km Eâst 0.029518 -0.058605 0.091114 -0.t07964
North 0.059710 -0.033989 0.098247 -0.0s9114
Up 0.007456 -0.009603 0.003096 -0.002359




-0.006842 0.000198 -0.00051 1
-0.004489 0.001884 -0.003432
Table III-1-1. Maximum and minimum velocities ofobserved and synthetic waveforms.
We compared and analyzed 15 seconds of the observed and synthetic signals
after first wave arrival. Visualization of time-frequency envelope and phase misfits
revealed significant deviations of the modeled signal from the observed.
For the eastem component we obtained negative misfit in envelope for the
stations CHR and 1684 that reaches 60% and 200% respectively. Though misfit is
significant for the station CHR, we obtained the best Íit in shape between the sigrals for
the eastem and the northem components of this station. For the eastem component of
the other stations (57950, MP3, Q32 and ROC), we obtained positive misfit on the
duration of first two seconds (up Ío 50Yo, 150%, 100% and 90%o respectively) and
negâtive misfit for the following 13 seconds (up to 50%, 100%' 90% and 50%o
respectively).
For the northem component ofthe stations 57950, CHR and 1684 comparison of
waveforms displayed negative envelope misfit up to 80%, 40oÁ and 80% respectively.
Envelope misfit between observed and simulated waveforms for the northem
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component of another thÍee stations MP3, Q32 and ROC is more complex. It is positive
(up to 50%, 100% and 50% respectively) during the first 2-4 seconds and negative (up
ta 100yo,90/o and 50Yo respectively) afterwards.
Comparison of waveform for the vertical component of the stations CH& Q32
and ROC displayed negative envelope misfit up to 80%o, 90%o and 90% respectively.
Envelope misfit between observed and simulated waveforms for the vertical component
of another three stations 57950, MP3 and 1684 appeared positive (ry to 100%, 120%
and 400á respectively) during the first 2-3 seconds and negative (up to 100%, 100% and
80% respectively) afterwards.
Phase misfit for all úe channels of all six stations appears significant, shows
both positive and negative values and varies from l00yo to l50yo.
Despite the high values of úe misfit between observed and synthetic data both in
envelope and phase we obtained consistency on the polarity of the first motion for all
presented stations. Moreover and most importantly, velocity peaks are generally in the
saÍne greatness order (Table III-1). Generally, resúts of perforrned strong ground
motion simulatioos coúd be considered as reasonable.
It is clear tlat no model is able to exact§ describe such complicated process as
ground motion produced by seismic event. All methods created for that purpose are
based on many important assumptions, simplifications and approximations in such parts
of the process as physical and mattrematical basis of the method, models of earth
structure and seismic rupture. Thus, synúetic ground motion data never precisely
matches actual observed data. In our case, the source of misfit between observed and
slmthetic signals besides imperfections related to limitations of the method could be, for
example, the fact that we were not able to take into account regional topogra.phy.
Misfit also could be a result of major inaccuracies in source and structure
models: used velocity model didn't take into account lateral variations of the velocity or
site effects, and rupfure model could be a source of inaccuracies because it was
reconstmcted by inversion method that can coverage to local minima @ersenev, 2003).
It is also possible, that some model parameters that we used require thoughtfirl
reâssessment. tn order to understand how dramatically variations on some model
parameters could af[ect slmthetic waveforrn we independently modified their values,
simúated new waveforms, compared the resúts with data obtained using original model
and prcsented results in the following section.
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Ill-2. Quantitative comparison of originally synthesized
waveforms with waveforms obtained using models with
independently modiÍied parameters
As mentioned before, modeling of a ground motions is a complex task that
implies consideration of larg number of parameters of source and structure that coúd
vary from one informational source to anoúer.
Here we presented analisis of results of quanütative comparison of originally
synthesized wavefomrs with waveforms obtained using models with independently
modified) dip angle, b) strike angle, c) fault plane length, d) rupture velocity and e)
velocity model. Resúts of comparison presented in Appendix in section A6
a. Comparison of originally synthesized waveforms with waveforms
obtained using models with modified dip angle
'We 
considered two modification of dip angle of the original model that was set
as 900. It was modified by 100 in both directions which leads us to two models wiú
following parameters: i) dip angle800 (fault plane dipping in the north-east direction)
and ii) dip anglr800 (fault plane dipping in the south-west direction). In the last case
we also had to modiff strike and rake angle by 1800 of the fault plane in order to follow
the staodard technique when the strike angle always has to be taken so úat the dip angle
is dipping to the right of the strike. Strike angle tlan equals to 1430 and rake angle
equals 00.
i. Obtained results revealed that decrease of úe dip angle by 100 involve
sipificant changes in envelope and phase of the sipal.
For the eastem component of úe stations CHR and 1684 we obtained positive
misfit in envelope between compared signals up to 20Yo md l5olo correspondingly. For
the stations MP3, Q32 and ROC negative misfit between the signals (rl,p to 5Yo' 20%o
and 10% respectively) alternates witi positive misfit (15%, 10% and l0% respectively).
For the stations 57950 insigoificant negative envelope misfit between úe signals (about
5%) alternated bypositive misÍit (up to 20%) that is followed by negative misfit (up to
107o) on higher frequencies.
For úe northern component of the stations 57950 and CHR we obtainednegative
misfit in envelope between compared signals up ta l5%o alternatps with positive misfit
that riches 10% in both cases. For the stations MP3, Q32 and ROC negative misfit
between the signals (up to 20%) followed by episodic positive misfit on high
frequencies that reaches l0%. For the station 1684 insignificant positive envelope misfit
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(aboú 2.5Yo) altemated bynegative misfit (up to l0%) úat is followed by positive misfit
(up to l07o).
Comparison oftle signals for the vertical component ofthe stations 57950, CHR
and MP3 revealed úat negative misfit in envelope tp to 20o/o, 40% aú 20Vo
respectivelyaltemated by positive misfit that riches 30%, lDYo arLd 12%' For the
stations, Q32 and ROC negative misfit between the sipals (up to 40% alrd 45%o
correspondingly) appeaÍ on low frequencies and altemated bypositive misfit on higher
frequencies that rcaches abott 25Yo. For the station 1684 positive envelope misfit that
reaches 600lo altemated by negative misfit (up to 60%).
phase misfit between reference and comparison signals for all component of all
six stations appeared to be insignificant.
ü. Differences in envelop and phase between reference and comparison signals
produced by proposed changes in the original model are dramatic. comparison of the
signals revealed that all úe comparison signals have opposite polarity. It appears that
mainly it is the effect ofnodal plane changes due to dip angle modification.
Comparison of the signals revealed positive envelope misfit for both horizontal
and vertical channels of úe stations 57950, MP3, Q32 and ROC with different degree of
significance. In some cases it altemated by negative misfit, but visual comparison of the
waveforms suggests that it occurted due to differences in polarity of úe signals'
For the station 1684 positive envelope misfit was obtained for the horizontal
channels, though the vertical component revealed negative misfit for about 3 seconds
after first arrival altemated by positive misfit.
For the station CHR comparison of the wavefonns for both horizontal channels
displayed negative envelope misfrt. For tlle vertical component of this station misfit
between the signals appeared positive.
Visualisation of phase misfit suggested that it is dramatic for all compared pairs
of signals, but visual comparison of tlle waveforms revealed that phase misfit most of
the time is insigniÍicant.
b. Comparison of originally synthesized waveforms with waveforms
obtained using models with modiÍied strike angle
In order to evaluate the effect of modifications of stike angle on the waveforms
we considered following changes in azimuth direction of úe rupture with respect to the
strike angle ofthe reference model: i) strike angle = 3080; ii) strike angle:3380.
i Envelope and phâse misfit between waveforms obtained from reference model
and model with decreased strike angle appears to be sigriÍicant.
M
For the eastem component of tle stations 57950, MP3, Q32' ROC and 1684
negative misfit in envelope (tq to 20%, 20%, 60%, 40yo Lrrd 507o) altemated (partly
due to phase difference) with positive envelope misfit (80%, 60%,20%, 20Yo ar.d 50Yo
respectively). For tlle station CHR comparison of the waveforms revealed change in
polarity. Visual comparison ofthe signals suggests decrease in envelop.
Modification of strike angle resulted sipificant positive misfit between
rcferenceand modified signal modeled for the northern channel of the stations 57950
and 1684 (up to 400% and 100% respectively). For the northern component of the
stations MP3, Q32 and ROC envelope misfit between compared waveforms appear
negative - up to 80%.The comparison of the waveforms for the stations CHR and 1684
exposed negative misfit in envelope up to 60% altemated by positive misfit that reaches
20%.
Comparison of waveforms for the vertical component of stations 57950, CHR
and MP3 revealedcomplicatedpicture for envelope misfit. For the station 57950
negative misfit (up ta 60%) appearedon the low frequenciesbetween 2.5 and 5 seconds
and altemated by positive misfit (up to 40%) on the higher frequenciesbetween 4 and 8
seconds. For the station CHR episodic negative misfit (up to 50%) altemated by
episodic positive misfit (up to 407o) for the all range of frequencies. For úe station MP3
negative misfit (up to 55V) appearedon tlre low frequenciesbetween 2-5 arLd 4 seconds
and altemated by positive misfit (up lo 70V) on the higher frequenciesbetween 3 and
7.5 seconds.
Obtained phase misfit between compared signals appemed both negative and
positive. Visual examination of waveforms for all stations suggested that comparison
signals arrived with delay with respect to reference signals.
ii. Increase of the strike angle by 150 caused significant envelopeand phase
misfit betweenwaveforms obtained from original and modified models for different
stations.
For the eastem component of the stations 57950 and 1684 positive misfit in
envelope (up to 40% and 60%) altemated seemingly due to phase difference with
negative envelope misfit (20% for both signals). Comparison of the waveforms forthe
eastem channel of the station MP3 shown negative envelope misfit (up to 40Yo)
altemated by positive misfit (up to 20yo). For the station CHR we obtained positive
misfit in envelope (up to 607o). Comparison of the sipals obtained from reference and
modified models for the stations Q32 and ROC revealed negative envelope misfit up to
6O0/".
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Modification of strike angle resúted in changes in polarity and significant
positive misfit between referenceand modified signal modeled for the northem channel
of the station 57950. For the northern component of úe stations MP3, Q32 and ROC
envelope misfit between compared waveforms appear positive - up to 80%, 25%o and
40% respectively. Though for the station ROC positive misfit is preceded by negative
misfit visual comparison of the waveforms suggested that it occured due to significant
misfit in phase. The comparison of the waveforms for the stations CHR and 1684
exposed negative misfit in envelope up to 60%.
Comparison of waveforms for tle vertical component of stations Q32' ROC and
1684 displayed changes in polarity of the sigral which is consistent with increase ofa
strike angle by 150 and corresponding changes in focal mechanism of the event.
Sipificant positive envelope misfit wasdetectedbetween three pairs of waveforms
though partly it occured due to changes in polarity. For the stations CHR and MP3
comparison of wavefonns revealed negative misfit up to 60% and 200á correspondingly.
Obtained phase misfit between compared signals appeared both negative and
positive. Visual examination of waveforms for all stations suggested that comparison
signals arrived wiú delay with respect to reference signals.
It is clear that strike angle is a PaÍameter that is very perceptive for seismic
modeling and its innaccurate definition could be a source of
c. Comparison of originally synthesized waveforms with waveforms
obtained using model with modiÍied fault plane length
As it was mentioned before, we used a slip distribution model of selected event
obtained from the report of úe Berkeley Seismological Laboratory (Hellweg et al,
2007) (Fig. II-3). Because we didn't use tle total area of the rupture presented in the
report but only a main asperity as a finite fault plane it gave us opportunity to enlarge its
length by 50%. We increased the length of the fault by 3 km in north-west direction and
by 1.5 km in souú-east direction. We also recalculated the amount of slip for each
subfaút in order to preserve the total seismic moment.
Proposed changes in length of the original model appeared to have dramatic
influence on the waveforms.
First of all, all tle wavefomts suffered from sipificant envelope decrcase (up to
80o/o).
Obtained phase misfit between compared signals is generally positive for the
components of the statioos 57950, CHR and MP3 and reaches 150%. For the station
Q32 phase misfit for all three charmels is insignificant. For the stations ROC and 1684
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phase misfit for both horizontal channels appeared negative (up to 1007") and positive
for the vertical channel (up to 1007o).
It is important to mention that previously obtained resúts which were presented
at 2010 EGU meeting differ from results presented in this work. It didn't show such
dramatic envelope misfit and appeared to be more realistic. That results generally
suggested that incrcase of the fault plane leads to positive envelope misfit between
reference and comparison signals. It is possible that we have toreüse some parameters
of úe model that could have been set incorrectly. It is also possible that such big
envelope misfit between waveforms could be a result of intemal algorithm error.
d. Comparison of originally synthesized waveforms with waveforms
obtained using models úth modiÍied rupture veloc§
Rupture speed is a very important parâmeter of seismic source and it can provide
valuable data for studying the physics of earthquakes. In this study we modified velocity
of nrpture of reference model in permissible limits (0.5 of P-waves velocity or 0.8 of s-
wave velociry). Thus, rupture velocities of modiÍied models are: i) 2.8 km/sec and ii)
3.1 km/sec
i. Decreased rupture velocity of the original model resulted in generally negative
envelope misfit for all components of six presented stations.
For the eâsteÍn component of the stations 57950, MP3' Q32 and ROC
comparison of the waveforms obtained from reference and modified models revealed
negative misfit in envelope (up to 8%, 8%,10% and 8%)- For the station CHR and 1684
we found out that negative envelope misfit (up to 6% for boú ) altemated by positive
envelope misfit (up ta 2%o nd 4Yo rcspectively) on higher frequencies.
Described modification of rupture velocity resúted inmainly negative envelope
misfit between referenceând modified signal modeled for the northem channel of the
stations 57950, CHR and 1684 (up to l0%o, 6%o nd 6% respectively) altemated by
positive envelope misfit on higher frequencies (5%, 2%o and 4%\ For the northem
component of the stations MP3, Q32 and ROC envelope misfit between compared
waveforms appear negative - up to 8%, 10% and 8% respectively.
Comparison of waveforms for the vertical componeDt of stations of all six
stations we obtained definitive misfit 57950 - 15%; CHR - l2Yo; MP3 - l5%; Q32 -
t5%; R:OC - 20%; 1684 - t2%.
Obtained phase misfit between compared sipals is insignificant, however
negative. It means the comparison signal arrived later than reference one because





























Fig. III-2-d-1. Spatial distribution of broad-band seismic stations and value of envelope
misfit occurred due to decrease of initial rupture velocity (3.0 km/sec) by 0.2 km/sec for their
eastern channels.
Fig. III-2 -d-2. Spatial distribution of broad-band seismic stations and value of envelope








































































Fig. III-2-d-3. Spatial distribution of broad-band seismic stations and value of envelope
misfit occurred due to decrease of initial rupture velocity (3.0 km/sec) by 0.2 km/sec for their
vertical channels.
As it can be seen from presented figures effect produced by decrease of rupture
velocity of reference model by 0.21<nlsec is not uniform.
The biggest envelope misfit (10%) was detected between the waveforrns
obtained from reference and modified models for the eastern and the northern channels
of the station e32 located 10.8 km to the South-West form the epicenter. Smaller
envelope misfit (B%) was obtained for the eastern and the northern channels of the patch
of stations 57950, MP3 and ROC, located 14 km North-West, 10.3 lçm West and 5.4 km
South-West from the epicenter. For both horizontal channels decrease of rupture
velocity produced the smallest effect on the envelope of waveforms obtained for the
stations CHR and 1684 - 6%. These stations are located 6.6 km South and 10.4 km
North-West from the ePicenter-
For the vertical channels the biggest envelope misfit (20%) was detected
between the waveforms obtained from reference and modified models for the station
ROC (5.4 km SW).Smaller envelope misfit (15%) was obtained for the patch of
stations 57950, Mp3 and Q32 (14 km I.trW, 10.3 km W and 5.4 km SW respectively).
For the vertical channel of the stations CHR and 1684 (6.6 km S and 10.4 km NW)







ii. Results of comparison of the waveforms obtained through reference model
with the waveforms obtained through modelswith increased rupture velocity appear to
be very interesting.
For the eastern component of the stations 57950 and ROC positive changes in
rupture velocity resulted in positive misfit in envelope up to 3o/oaltetnated by episodic
negative envelope misfit of about 1%. For the station CHR and 1684 comparison of the
waveforms revealed positive misfit in envelope up to 2.5% and 2% altemated by
episodic negative misfit of aboul l% and 2o/o respectively. The comparison of the
waveforms for the stations MP3 andQ32displayed positive envelope misfitup to 3% and
4% respectively.
Only for northern component of the stations MP3 and Q32 misfit in envelope
isstrictly positive up to 3Yo and 40Á corcespondingly. For other stations - 57950, CHR,
Q32, ROC and 1684 - positive changes in rupture velocity resulted in positive misf,rt in
envelope (up to 2.5o/o,2.5o/o,3Yo and TYo respectively) alternated by episodic negative
envelope misfit of about 4o/o, 1o/o, lo/o and 2Yo respectively.
Comparison of waveforms for the vertical component of stations 57950 and
ROC revealed positive envelope misfit (up to l0% and 12% respectively). For the
stations Q32 and 1684 we obtained positive envelope misfit between the waveforms up
to 8%. For the station CHR revealed positive misfit up to lYo. For the station MP3
positive envelope misfit (up to 10%) alternated by negative misfit upto2o/o.
Obtained phase misfit between compared signals as well as in the case of
decreased rupture velocity appeared insignificant. However is is positive which means
the comparison sigual arrived earlier than reference one. It is consistent with the fact
that rupture velocity of modified model was bigger then rupture velocity of reference
model.
It was decided to investigate possible relation between rupture velocity
modification effect and spatial distribution of the stations. For that reason we created
figures illustrated stations spatial distribution and value of misÍit occurred due to rupture
speed modifications for their three channels. Main faults of the region and epicenter of





























Fig. III-2-d-4. Spatial distribution of broad-band seismic stations and value of envelope




Fig. III-2-d-5. Spatial distribution of broad-band seismic stations and value of envelope



































































Fig. III-2-d-6. Spatial distribution of broad-band seismic stations and value of envelope
misfit occuÍred due to increase of initial rupture velocity (3.0 km/sec) by 0.1 km/sec for their
vertical channels.
The biggest envelope misfit (4%) produced by increase of rupture velocity of the
original model by 0.1 km/sec was detected for the eastern and the northern channels of
the station e32 (10.8 km SW).Smaller envelope misfit (3%) was obtained for the
eastern and the northern channels of the patch of stations 57950, MP3 and ROC (14 km
NW, 10.3 km W and 5.4 km SW). For both horizontal channels increase of rupture
velocity produced the smallest effect on the envelope of waveforms obtained for the
starions CHR (6.6 km S) and 1684 (10.4 km NIV/) -2.5% and2Yo colrespondingly.
For the vertical channels the biggest envelope misfit (12%) was detected
between the waveforms obtained from reference and modified models for the station
ROC (5.4 km SW).Smaller envelope misÍit (10%) was obtained for the stations 57950
and Mp3 (14 km NW and 10.3 km W respectively). For the vertical channel of the
srations 16g4 (10.4 km hlw) and Q32 (10.8 km SW) increase of rupture velocity
produced envelope misfit of 8%. For the vertical channel of the stations CHR (6.6 km













-10 Q32 +4 Q32
-8 57950, MP3, ROC +3 57950, MP3, ROC
-6 CHR, 1684 +2 1684, CHR
Northern
channel
-10 Q32 +4 Q32
.E 57950, MP3, ROC +3 57950, MP3, ROC
-6 1684, CHR +2;+2.5 1684, CHR
Verticrl
chennel
-20 ROC +10; +12 57950,MP3,ROC
-15 57950Ã{P3,Q32 +8 Q32,
-12 1684, CHR +7 crrR, 1684
Table III-2-d-1. Stations grouped by the value of misfit between reference and corryarison
signals produce by increase and decrease ofrupture speed
Based on the obtained Íesults we draw úe following conclusions:
l. All stations could be divided into three main groups based on the value of
misÍit (Table trI-2-d-l).
2. Misfú between the reference and comparison signals produced by both
increase and decrease of rupture speed of the original model mostly has the
same pattern.
3. From station to station, value of misfit between úe sipals for both
horizontal channels is úe same in case of rupture velocity decrease. It is also
tue in case ofrupture velocity increase.
4. Misfit between tle reference and comparison sigrals produced by boú
increas and decrease of rupture speed of tle original model for the vertical
channel significantly exceeded misfit for boú horizontal channels.
Clearly, rupture speed is one of the key parameters to be considered in case of
ground motion modeling and has to be taken thoughtfirlly.
s. Ç6mparison of originally synthesized waveforms with waveforms
obtained using model with alternative veloclty model
An appropriate velocity model is a factor of great importance in waveform
simulations. As a veloc§ model of the reference model we used a very detailed lD
velocity model of úe San Francisco Bay region for short-period simulations that
follows the average depth variations in the structure and we adapted it for 3D media
(Table II-2). It was decided to use two different velocity models of the same region for
independent simulation and then quantitatively compare results in order to see how
dramatically they would differ. As a velocity model of úe comparison model we used
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lD velocity model for P-waves used for routine location by the NCSN for events on the
Hayward and Calaveras Fault (Table II-3). The S-wave velocities were obtained by
scaling the cortesponding velocities of P-waves by a factor 1/,,6""a densities were
calculated for each layer using empirical relations between elastic wave speeds and
density in the Earth's crust (II-8). Hence, we used two different velocity models of the
region (Aagaard et al, 2008; Walúauser & Ellsworth, 2002)
Table III-2-e-1. Reference (Aagaard et al, 2008) and comparison (Waldhauser & Ellsworth,
2002) velocity models
Judging from the obtained resúts presented in Appendix in section A6 envelope
and phase misfit between waveforms obtained from models using different velocity
structures ofthe region appears to be significant.
For the eastem component of the stations CHR" Q32, ROC and 1684 positive
misfit in envelope úat occurred on higher frequencies (up to 70%, 60%, 60Yo and l00Yo
respectively) alternated bynegative envelope misfrt (50%, 40y,, 45y. allLd 4OYo
respectively) on lower frequencies. For the station MP3 comparison of the waveforms
revealed negative envelope misfit of 20% :vurrfi:, episodic positive misfit on high
frequencies. Only for úe station 57950 definite positive envelop misÍit between
compared waveforms was detected on higher frequencies.
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Usage of alternative velocity model resulted in significant positive misfit
between referenceand modified signals modeled for the northem chamel of úe stations
57950, CHR, MP3, Q32, ROC and 1684 on higher frequencies (up to 40%,50%,80%,
60%, 60% and 90%o respectively) altemated by negative misfit (50%, 40%' 20%, 40%,
45Yo utd 40/o respectively) on lower frequencies.
Comparison of waveforms for the vertical component of all six stations (57950,
CHR, MP3, Q32, ROC and 1684) revealed complicated picture: positive envelope
misfrt (25oÁ, 150%, 150%, 250% and 200Yo) altemated by negative envelope misfit
(50%, 50%, 40%,30%,80% and 50%) for the all range of frequencies.
Obtained phase misfit between compared signals for the eastern component of
the station 57950 appeared significant and vary between positive (50%) and negative
(150%). For anoúer stations comparison of signals revealed insignificant phase misfit.
For the northem component of the station 57950 and CHR phase misfit vary
between positive (50% and 150%) and negative (150% and 50%). For the northern
components of another stations phase misfit is insignificant.
For the vertical components of the stations 57950 and MP3 phase misfit vary
between positive (50%) and negative (150%). Obtained phase misfit between compared
signals for the vertical component of the stations CHR, Q32 and ROC appeared
significant and vary between positive (100%) and negative (150%). For the station 1684
phase misfit between waveforms modeled for the vertical component appeared
insignificant.
Waveforms obtained from comparison model for the vertical channel of all
stations arrived with delay wiú respect to waveform obtained for the vertical
component from original model. For the horizontal channels, delay appeared for the
stations 57950, MP3 and Q32. For stations CHR, ROC and 1684 delay between the
waveforms obtained for the h orizontal channels appeared insignificant.
Importance of velocity model as input parameter for simulations of ground
motions could not be overestimated. And usage of appropriate and realistic velocity
modelis essential for simulation results. Our results revealed that usage of two different
velocity models ofthe same region could lead to significantly different results in terms
ofenvelop and phase in time-frequency domain.
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Conclusions
Strong ground motion modeling is a subject of the great importance for modem
seismology. Its contribution in the study of seismic source and seismic risks mitigation
is more than sipificant. It provides abundance of valuable information about seismic
event and helps in characterization of úe risk.
Apparently, modeling of string ground motion is not an easy process. It reqúres
a lot of components among which can be named:
l. Modeling algorithm that is appropriate for úe set goal and have a strong
mathernatical and physical foundation.
2. Sútable computing capacity.
3. Apt knowledge of úe structure.
4. Information about the source that should be as fuIl as possible.
It is important to remember that inadequacies of any of these components could
dramatically affect upcoming results. Thus, the main goal of this work was to assess
influence of different model parameters on simulated strong-motion waveforms based
on gained theoretical knowledge of various existing scientific approaches, metlods and
algorithms and practical skills in seismic source modeling and waveform synttresis. We
applied them for strong ground motion modeling of actual moderate event using its
source geomefy and slip distribution along with regional velocity structure as input
parameteÍs.
We applied FDM and algorithm for ground motion slmthesis based on it -
2Dl3D elastic finite-difference wave propagation code E3D (Lmsen & Schultz, 1995F
for simulation of strong ground motions produced by the Alum Rock earthquake
(M* = 5.4) that occurred near úe junction of the Hayward and Calaveras faults in úe
San Francisco Bay, Califomia, on October 31, 2007. We used existing slip distribution
for this event obtained through inversion in the Berkeley Seismological Laboratory úat
was available in the report Qlellweg et a1,2007) (Fig. II-3) and detailed lD velocity
model of the San Francisco Bay region that was adapted for 3D media (Aagaard et al,
2008) (Table II-2) as input parameters of the model in simulations of long-period
waveforms for three channels of six broad-band stations located in úe immediate
vicinity from the epicenter of the event. Results of simulations were quantitatively
compared with observed waveforms using MATLAB code that we developed based the
wavelet transform to quantifu the time-frequency envelope and phase misfit (Kristeková
et al, 2006). It is a very advantageous technique that allows compaÍe seismograms in
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terms of envelope and phase in time-frequency domain that could be applied for various
tasks when quantitative comparison of waveforms is required (for example, in source
inversion). Eventually, we studied importânce of some parameters of the model
involved in waveform synúesis through modeling of waveforms u5ing models with
separately and independently modified paÍameters from original model: - dip angle,
strike angle, length of the fault plane, rupture velocity, and velocity model. Later, we
quantitatively compared úese waveforms with originally obtained and draw some
importânt conclusions about their influence on the waveforrns. It helped us realize the
significance of their appropriate and úoughtfrrl usage in input models.
Results, obtained during úis work, are very inspiring. Fint of all, comparison of
the results of simulations with observed waveforms for corresponding stations revealed
that despite úe high values of the misfit both in envelope and phase we obtained
consistency on the polarity of the first motion for all presented stations. Moreover and
most importantly, velocity peaks are generally in the same greatness order (Table III-I).
Generally, resúts of performed strong ground motion simúations could be considered
as reasonable. We also draw some conclusion about the reasons tlat could have affected
the results, such as unaccounted regional topography, lateral velocity variations and site
effect. Rupture model could also be a sourse of inaccuracies because it was
reconstructed by inversion method (Bersenev, 2003).
Inappropriate choice of parameters coúd also be a source of misfit. In order to
understand how dramatically variations on some model parameters (dip angle, strike
angle, length of the fault plane, rupture velocity, and velocity model) could affect
slmthetic waveform we independently modified úeir values, simulated new waveforms,
compared the results with data obtained using original model.
Results of the tests for dip angle modiÍications influence on the waveforms
revealed:
Decrease of the dip angle of original model by 100 involve significant
changes in envelope and phase of the signal. For tle horizontal components
of some stations both positive and negative envelope misfit reached 20%
and often altemated by each other. For the vertical components positive and
negative envelope misfit reached 60oÁ. Altemation of positive and negative
misfit also occurred in this case. Phase misfit, however, appeared
insignificant
Changes in the dip angle of the original model by 100 that leaded to the
changes in strike and rake angle that was described preüously (Chapter III,
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2-a) produced sigrals with polarity opposite to polarity of original signals for
the corresponding stations. Supposedly, it is the effect of nodal plane
changes produced by dip angle modification. Comparison of sigrals modeled
for different stations revealed both positive and negative envelope misfit'
Visualisation of phase misÍit suggested that it is dramatic for all compared
pairs of signals, but visual comparison of úe waveforms revealed that phase
misfit most of the time is insipificant.
Results of the tests for shike angle modifications influence on the wavefomrs
revealed:
- Decrease of the shike angle of the original model by 150 resulted in
dramatically sipificant envelope and phase misfit between compared
waveforms. For the eastem component negative envelope misfit reached
60%, positive - 80%. For one station opposite polarity was registers. For the
norúem component negative envelope misfit reached 80%, positive - 400Yo.
For the vertical component negative envelope misfit reached 60%, positive -
70%.Obtsircd phase misfit between compared signals appeared both
negative and positive. Visual examination of waveforms for all stations
suggested that comparison signals arrived with delay with respect to
reference signals.
- Increase of the strike angle of the original model by 150 resulted in both
negative and positive envelope misfit between comapared signals that
reached 60% for the eastern component of the stations. For the noíhem
component negative envelope misfit reached 60%, positive - 80%. For one
station opposite polarity was registers along with sipificant positive envelop
misfit. Comparison of waveforms for úe vertical component revealed
changes in polarity and sipificant positive envelope misÍit for three stations.
This results are in agreement withcorresponding changes in focal mechanism
produced by increase of a strike angle by 150. Besides that, positive envelope
misfit for the vertical component reaches 40%, negative - 60%. Obtained
phase misfit between compared signals appeared both negative and positive.
Visual examination of waveforms for all stations suggested that comparison
signals arived with delay with respect to reference signals.
It is clear that strike angle is a parameter that is very perceptive for seismic
modeling and its inaccurate definition coúd be a source of considerable discrepancies.
Proposed changes in length of the original model appeaÍed to have dramatic
influence on úe waveforms:
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- For all components of all stations compmison of signals revealed negative
envelope misfit up to 80%. Obtained phase misfit between compared sipals
is generally positive for the components of the stations 57950, CHR and
MP3 and reaches 1500/o. For the station Q32 phase misfit for all three
channels is insignificant. For úe stations ROC and 1684 phase misfit for
both horizontal channels appeared negative (up to 1007o) and positive for úe
vertical channel (up to 100%).
Significant differences between reference and comparison signals forced us to
question their faimess. It is possible that we have to revise some parameters of the
model úat could have been set incorrectly. It is also possible that such big envelope
misfit between waveforms could be a result of intemal algorithm error.
Manipúations with rupture velocity of the original model revealed that:
- Decrease of rupture velocity of the original model by 0.2 l«n/sec resulted in
generally negative envelope misfit for all components of six presented
stations (up to l0% for the horizontal channels md rp to 20Vo for the vertical
channel) that in some cases altemated by positive misfit (up to 47o) on higher
frequencies. Obtained phase misfit between compared sipals is
insignificant, however negative. It means the comparison signal arrived later
than reference one because rupture velocity of modified model was smaller.
- úrcrease of rupture velocity of the original model by 0.1 km/sec resúted in
generally positive envelope misfit. For the horizontal componentspositive
envelope misfit reached 4% in some cases altemated by episodicnegative
misfit (up ta 4%). For úe vertical component positive misfit reached l2%.
Obtained phase misfit between compared signals is insigeificant, however
positive. It means the comparison signal arrived earlier than reference one
because rupture velocity of modified model was bigger.
We found out based on obtained results that all stations which locations were
used in simulations could be divided into three main groups based on the value of misfit
(Table Itr-2-d- 1). Values of misfit produced boú by increase and decrease of rupture
speed of the original model mostly distributed following the same pattem. From station
to station, value of misfit between the signals for both horizontal channels is the same in
case of rupture velocity decrease. It is also true in case of rupture velocity increase. It
also appeared úat misfit between úe reference and comparison signals produced by
both increase and decrease of rupture speed of the original model for the vertical
channel sigrificantly exceeded misfit for boú horizontal channels.
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Perfomred tests clearly proved that rupture speed is one of úe key paÍameters to
be considered in case of ground motion modeling and has to be taken thoughtfirlly.
Tests perfprrned using velocity model altemative to original one revealed that:
- For the eastem component positive misfit in envelope on higher frequencies
reached 100% and altemated bt negative envelope misfit (up to 507o) on
lower frequencies. Only for one station was obtained positive envelop misfit
between compared waveforms on higher frequencies. Usage of altemative
velocity model resulted in sipificant positive misfit between reference and
modified sipals on higher frequencies (up to 907o). It altemated by negative
misfit (up tD 50yo) on lower frequencies. Comparison of waveforrns for úe
vertical component of all six stations revealed complicated picture when
posiúve envelope misfit (up to 250%o) altemated by negative envelope misfit
(up to 80%o) for all range of frequencies. Obtained phase misfit between
compared signals is very different from station to station: it appeared
positive or negative reaching up to 150% or insignificant. However,
waveforms obtained from comparison model for the vertical channel of all
stations arrived with delay with respect to waveform obtained for the vertical
component from original model. For the horizontal channels of some stations
was observed delay. Meanwhile, for the horizontal channels of other stations
delay between the waveforms appeared insignificant.
Importance of velocity model as input pârameter for simulations of ground
motions could not be overestimated. And usage of appropriate and realistic veloc§
model is essential for simulation resúts. Our results revealed that usage of two different
velocity models of the same region could lead to significantly different resúts in terms
of envelop and phase in time-frequency domain.
Eventually, we achieved main goal of presented work and assess influence of
some parameters of the model on upcoming result. But most importantly, priceless
theoretical knowledge and practical skills were obtained in the process and they would
be used and enriched in the future.
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Future perspectives
The project "Prediction of seismic ground motions in broadband frequencies for
highly populated areas of the Westem part of Ibero-Maghrebian zone from rernote and
local sources" was submitted for FCT fellowship. In the future, it is planned to continue
úe work on strong ground motion modeling with different and more complicated
approaches.
We also plan to write an aÍicle based on this work and its results.
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Here presented observed seismograms from three channels of 6 near-field broad-
band staüons, filtered (<1.4 Hz), decimated and cut up to 15 seconds from first arrival
(plus 2 seconds before). These seismograms were used as reference signals and
synthetic seismograms were calculated for sites of their location. observed waveforms
úat were used in this work are presented for each of six seismic stations on the figures






































































































































































































Fig. A1-6. Observed waveforms from the broad-band near-field seismic station 1684
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42. E3D input Íiles
a. Input Íile of the original model
#Original model //name ofthe input file
grid r25 x=80 y:60 dh=0.15 active=0 //grid parameters












p2.40 s=1.10 r2.3O 224.2 //description ofthe blocks ofvelocity model
p=3.00 s:l .,10 r1.45 214.2 z2=i.5
93.60 s=1.95 r-2.50 z1=0.5 z2:1.
p:4.20 s=2.30 r).55 z1=1. z2=1.5
p=4.80 s:2.80 r:2.60 zl=1.5 z2=2.5
p=5.25 s=3.00 r-2.62 z1:2.5 z2=3.
y5.6O s3.25 11.65 z1=3. z2=5.
p=5.90 s:3.41 r-2.70 zl:5. z2=7.
96.15 s=3.55 r-2.75 zl=7.224.
p=6.35 s=3 .62 11.85 zl4 . z2:17 .
p7.00 s=4.10 r:3.00 zl:17 . z2=25.
source §pe=7 x=39.10 y31.20 depth=8. strike=323 dip=90 rakel8o length=l.5 widthFl.s d0{.75
s0=0 amp=9-37E+19 v:3. file=stf.sac t0=0-52 //description of finite
fault source as sequence of multiple sources
source §pe=7 x=40. 5-30. depth=8. strikr323 dip40 rake180 length=l '5 widtlFl.S d(ts1.2 s(FO
ary2.4TE+70 v:3. filrstf.sac t0=0
souÍce tyI,F7 x=40.9 528.8 depth:8. strikr323 di5{0 rake=180 lengú=1.5 width:1.5 d0=0.75
s0{ amp=2.02E+20 v=3. file-stf.sac t(F0.52
source §?e=7 )F41.S 527.6 depth=8. srike=323 dip=90 Íakel8O length=l.S width=l.S d0{.75
s0=0 anrp=O. v--3. filrsf.sac $=1.01
sonrce q|pe=7 x=42.7 y-a6.4 deptÉ}. strikr323 di590 rakrl80 length:l.5 údth=l.5 d0:0.75
sH) amp{. v--3. file=stf.sac t0=1.51
source type=7 x=43.6 525.2 depth=8. strike=323 dip40 mke=180 lengt[=1.5 width=I.5 dF0.75
s0=0 amp=O. v==3. filrstf.sac t(F-2.01
souÍce tl,pe=7 x:39.10 531.20 depth=9.5 stikr323 di5{0 rake=180 length=l-s widú=1'5 dH.75
sFO amp=2.63E+20 v--3. filrsÉ.sac ú:0.61
souÍce type=7 x=40.5-30. depth=9.5 strike=323 dip-i0 nke=180 len8Íh=l.5 width=l.5 dF0.75 s0=0
ary:8.63E+21 rr-3. filrstf.sac tF0.35
source typFT x=40.9 523.8 depth=9.5 shike=323 dip=90 rake=180 lengú=l.5 width=I.5 d0=0.75
s0=0 aÍp:7.51E+20 v--3. file=stf.sac t0={.61
source §pe:7 x=41,8 y--27.6 depth:9.5 strike323 di590 rakr180 length=l.s widú=l.5 dH.75
s0=0 amp=l.12E+20 v--3. file=stf.sac t0:1.06
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sonrce §'pF7 x:42 -7 y)6.4 deptÉ9'5 strike=323 dip=90 rakr180 lengú=I'S widú:1'5 d(H'75
s0:0 amp=O. v:3. filrstf.sac Ú=1.54
source tyI,F7 x=43.6 y)5.2 deptn4.5 strike:323 dip:90 rakr180 length=l'S width=l'S d0=0'75
s0{ amp=O. v=3. file=stf.sac t0-2.03
source qrpe=7 x:39.10 y--31.20 depth=l1. strikr323 dip:90 rakr180 lengú=l.5 width=l.s dH.75
s0:0 amp:l.12E+20 v:3- filrstf-sac t0{)-99
§ource qrpFT x=40. 530. rlepth=l1. strikr323 di590 rakr180 length=l.s width=I.S dH.75 s0{
anrp4.00E+20 v:3. file=stf.sac t0{).85
source §PF7 x=40.9 y--28.8 depth=l1' strike=323 dip=90 rakrl8o length:l'5 width=l '5 d0{'75
s0{) amp:1.27E+21 v:3- filrstf.sac t0{.99
source typFT x=41'8 y--27'6 depth=l1' strike=323 dip=90 rake=I80 lengú:l'5 údth=1'5 d0:0'75
s0=0 ary:8.63E+20 v:3. filrstf.sac t0=1-31
source §.pe=7 x42 .7 y-"26.4 deptlrll strike=323 dip=90 rakr180 length=l'S údth=l'S d0=0'75
s0=0 arnp=4.51E+20 v:3. fle=stf.sac t0:1.72
source tlrpe=7 x:43.6 y--25.2 depth=l1' strikr323 dip=90 rakr180 lengú=l'5 údth=l'S d0=0'75
s0=0 aÍp=4.17E+20 v--3. filrstf.sac Ú=2.17
source §pe=7 x:39.10 5-31.20 depth=12.5 strikr323 ü590 rake:180 length=1'5 width=l'5
d0=0.75 s0=0 arnf3.00E+20 v=3. filrsf.sac t0=l '44
source typFT x=40. r-30. depth=12'5 strike=323 dip=90 rake=180 length:l'5 width:l '5 d0{'75
s0<) amp=6.75E+20 v=3. file=stf'sac Ú=1.35
souÍce type=7 x+0.9 528.8 depth=12'5 strike=323 dip-30 mke=180 lengú=l's width=l's d(F0'75
s(F0 amp:7.51E+20 v:3. file=stf.sac t0=1.'14
source typrT x=41.8 527.6 depth=12.5 strikr323 di590 rakrl8olength=l.s width=I.5 d0{.75
s04 uny7.l2E+20 v==3. filr§tf.sac t(F1.68
sonÍoe wfF7 x=42.7 y-16.4 depth:12.5 strike323 dip40 rakrl8olength=I.5 width=l.5 d0=0.75
s0<) amp=6.30E+20 v=3. file=tf.sac tF2'02
source type=7 x:43.6 y=25.2 deptE--12-5 strikr323 dip=90 rakel80 length:l'5 údth=l'5 d0=0'75
s0=0 am55.63E+20 v:3' file=stf.sac t0-2.4
sac x=23.65 z=0. 5-34.34 filr"sac.fremont" //description ofoutput panrnetent
sac x=32.66 z4 - y-25.00 fi le:" sac.sanjosercs"
sac x=30.ü) z=0. f-23.33 filr"sac.sanjoseap"
sac x=27 .66 24. y-28.44 fi lF'sac.milpitas"
vc 134.44 r0. y=39.45 filr"sac.sunol"
sac x=41.22 z:S - y-23.66 fi le:" sac.mthamilton"
paruJlel nx-.2 ny-2 tz-4 //parallelization of calculations
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b. Input Íiles of the models with modilied dip angle
#Dip NE 80













p:2.,t0 s:l.10 r-2.30 z2=O.2
p=3.00 s=l.40 F2.45 zl=0.2 z2=0.5
53.60 s=1.95 12.50 z1=0.5 z2:1.
p4.20 s=2.30 =2.55 zl=1. 
z2=1.5
p4.80 s:2.80 r-2.60 zl=1.5 ú=2-5
p:5.25 s:3.00 12.62 zl=2.5 ú=3.
p5.60 s=3.25 r-2.65 z1:3. z2=5.
p=5.90 s=3.41 11.70 zl=5. z2=7.
p6.15 s=3.55 r-2.75 z1:7.224.
p:6.35 s=3 .62 12.85 z1=9 . z2:17 .
p7.00 s-4.10 r=3.00 zl=17 . z2=25.
souxce typ€=7 x=39.10 531.20 depth:8. strikr323 dip:80 rakr180 length=l.S width=l'S d0=0'75
s0{ amp4.51E+19 v:3. file=f.sac t0-0-52
souÍce typFT x--40' 530- rlepth=8' strikr323 dip=80 rake=l80 length:l'5 údth=l'5 d0=l'2 s0=0
am52.5lE+20 v--3. fle=sf.sac t0{
source typrT :<=40.9 5-28.8 rlepth=8. strike=323 di580 rake=180 len8ú:l.5 width=l'5 dF0'75
s0{ amp2.05E+20 v:3. file=sf.sac t0{.52
source tJpFT x=41,8 5-27.6 depth=8. stikr323 di580 rake=180 lengú=l.5 width=I.s d0=0.75
s0{ amp0. v:3- filrstf.sac Ú=1.01
source type:7 x=42.7 y--26.4 depth=8. strike-323 ü580 rake=180 lengú=l.s width=1'5 d0=0'75
s0=0 ary=0. v:3. filrstf.sac t0=1.51
source §?e:7 x=43.6 y--25.2 depth:8' strikr323 di580 rakr180 lengú=l'5 widtl=l's d0=0'75
s0=0 amp=0. v:3. file=stf.sac t0:2.01
source tlpe=7 x:39.3084 y--31.3563 deptH-4772 stikr323 di580 rake=180 length=l.5 width=I.5
d0-0.75 s0=0 arnp--2.66E+20 rr-3. flrsf.sac tH.61
§ource §pe=7 x=«).2084 530.1563 depth4 .4772 s!Õkr-323 diy80 rake=180 lenglh=I.s width=l.S
dG=0.75 s0-0 amp:8.75E+21 v=3. filesf.sac tH).35
souÍce qpFT x+1.1084 y--28.9563 rleprh=9 .4772 s***323 dty80 rake=180 length=l'5 width=l.5
d0{.75 s(F0 amp=7.61E+20 r-3. file=tf.sac t0{.61
source type=7 x=42 -OO8/ y-27.7563 dept}f-=9.4772 sttkr323 üp=80 rake=180 length=I.S width=l.S
d0{.75 s(F0 amp:1.14E+20 v=3. file--sf.sac t0=1.06
source §De-7 x:42.9084 y--26.5563 rleptt4.4772 strtkr_323 di580 rake=180 length=I.s widú=l.5
d(F0.75 s(F0 amp=0. v=3' file=stf.sac t0=1.54
75
source type=7 x=43.8084 y:25.3563 deptl=9.4772 stnke=323 dip=80 rake=l80 length=l '5 width=1'5
d0:0.75 s0:0 amp=0. r-3. file=stfsac t0=2 03
source type=7 x:39.5168 531.5126 depü=10.9544 sfike:323 dip:80 rake:I80 lengú=1'5
width=l.5 d0=0.75 s0=0 amp=l.14E+20 v=3. Íile:stf'sâc t0=0.99
source type=7 x40.4168 530.3126 depth:l0.9544 strike=323 dip=80 p1çe=139 1""ttr=1't
width=l.5 d0=0.75 s0:0 amp=9.13E+20 v:3. file=stf.sac t0=0.85
souÍce twe:7 x=41.3168 y=29.1126 depth:l0.9544 strike=323 dip=80 rakrl80 leneú=l'5
údth:l.5 dO=0.75 s0=0 amp= 1.298+27 v=3. fie:stf.sac t0:0.99
sonÍce lyps=1 x=42.2168 y:27.9126 deptfu'109544 strike=323 dip:80 rake=I80 length=1.5
wiclth:I.5 d0=0.75 s0=0 amp:8.75E+20 v:3. file:stf.sac t0=1.31
source type=7 x=43.1168 526.1126 depth:10.9544 stÍike=323 dip=80 mke:180 length:l '5
widrh=l.5 d0=0.75 s0=0 amp=4 .578+20 v=3. filrstf.sac ú=1.72
sonrce typFT x=44.0168 y=25.5126 depth=10.9544 stlke=323 dip:80 rake:l80 length:l '5
width=1.5 d0=0.75 s0=0 amp= 4.238+20 \-3. file=stf.sac t0=2.17
souice type=1 x:39.7251y31.6689 depth=l2.4316 sttke=323 dip=80 rake=I80 length=l'5
údth:l.5 d0=0.75 s0=0 amp:3.04E+20 v=3. file:stf.sac t0:1 44
sorrlce t'ype=1 x:40.6251530.4689 depth=l2.4316 stríke:323 dip=80 rake=I80 length=1'5
wiclth=l.5 d0=0.75 s0=0 amp=6.848+20 v=3. file=stf.sac t0:1.35
source type=7 x=41.5251 y=29.2689 depth=12.4316 strike=323 dip=80 Íake=180 length=1 5
width=1.5 d0:0.?5 s0=0 amp=1.61F+20 \-3. file=§tf.sac t0=1.44
sonrce qr,e:1 x=42.4251y:28.0689 depth=12.4316 stríke=323 dip=80 Íake:I80 length:I.5
width=1.5 d0=0.75 s0=0 amp=1.22E+20 v='3. Íile=stf.sac t0=1.68
source type=7 x=43.3251 y=26.4689 depth=12.4316 strike=323 dip=80 rake=l80 lengú=l '5
width=l.5 d0=0.75 s0=0 amp=6.398+20 v=3. file=stf.sac t0=2.02
souÍce type=1 x-44.2251)-25.6689 depth:l2.4316 stike=323 dip:80 rakrl80 length:l'5
width=l.5 d0=0.75 §0=0 amp=5.71E+20 v=3. file=stf.sac t0=2.4
sac x=23.65 r0- y=34.34 frle=" sac.fremont"
sar x=32.66 z=0. y=25.00 Íile="sac.sanjoseres"
sac x=30.00 z=0. y=23.33 file:"sac.sanjoseap"
sac x-17.66 nO. y=28.44 file="sac.milpitas"
sac x=34.44 =0. ]'-l9.45 file="sac.sunol"
sac x-41.22 n0. y:23.66 file="sac.mthamilton"
parallel ru<:Z ny=2 tr4
#Dip SW 80
grid z=25 x=80 y:60 dh=O.15 activr0
time dF0.005 ts4000












p3.00 s=l.4O r-2.45 214.2 224.5
53.60 s:1.95 r-2.50 z1=0.5 z2=1.
F4.2O ç2.3O =2.55 zl=1. ú:1.5
p--4.80 s=2.80 r-2.60 zl:1.5 z2=2.5
p=5.25 s=3.00 r-2.62 zl:2.5 z2=3.
p=5.60 s=3.25 Í:2.65 zll- z2=5.
p=5.90 s=3.41 12.70 z1=5. z2=7.
pd.15 s=3.55 r:2.75 z1=7.224.
y6.35 s4.62 r=2.85 z1=9. ú:17.
p7.00 s=4.10 r=3.00 zl=17. ú:25.
souÍce t5rpe=7 x=39.10 531.20 depth=8. strike=I43 dip:80 Íake=O length=l.s s,idú:l.5 d0=0.75
s0=0 amp=9.51E+19 v=3. filrsf.sac t0=0.52
souÍce q/pFT x=40. 530. depth:8. strikrl43 dip80 rake=O length=I.s width=I.5 d0-1.2 s0:0
amp:2.5 1 E+20 v--3. fi le=stf.sac t0{
souÍoe !t4,e-7 x-40.9 y=28.8 depú=8. strike143 di580 rake=O length=l.5 widú:1.5 d0=0.75 s0=0
anp=2.05E+20 v--3. fi le=stf.sac t0=0.52
source type=1 x-41.8 y.27.6 depth=8. strike=143 di580 rake=O length=l.s width=l.5 d0=0'75 s0{)
amp{. v--3. filrstf.sac í)=1.01
source §.pF7 x:42.7 526.4 depth:8. strikrl43 dip=SA reke=o lengú:l.S üdth=1.5 d0{.75 s0{
amp=o. v:3. file=stf.sac Ú:1.51
source type=7 x+3.ó 525.2 depth=8. strikrl43 dip=S[ ÍakF0 length=l'5 údfh=1.5 d0{.75 s0=0
amp:0. v:3. file=stf.sac t0=2.01
souÍce type=7 x=38.8916 f-31.O437 depú=9.4772 strik€=143 dip=80 rake=O lengÍh:l.5 width=l.5
d0.=0.75 s0=0 amp=1.66E+20 v:3. frle=stf.sac t0:0.61
sonrce !rpe=7 x=39.7916 y--29.8437 depth=9.4772 strike:143 dip=80 Íake=0length=I.S width=l.5
d0=0.75 s0{ amp8.75E+21 v=3. filrsf.sac t0=0.35
souÍce type=7 x=40.6916 528.6437 depú=9.4772 sntkrl43 üy80 rakro lengú:l.S widú=1.5
dH.75 sH arnp=7.61E+20 r-3. filrstf.sac t0=0.61
sonÍce f'tr,F7 x:-41.5916 f17.4437 dept\4.4772 strikrl43 dip=80 mke{ lengú:l.s width=l.s
dF0.75 s0=0 anp=1.14E+20 v:3. file=stf.sac $:1.06
source type=7 x=42.4916y-16.2437 deptr9.4772 sfrike=L43 dip:80 rakr0length=l.S width=1.5
d0=0.75 s0=0 amp{. v=3. filrsf.sac t0:1.54
souÍce typFT x=43.3916 525.0437 depth=9.4772 strikr143 di580 rarkrO length=t.5 üdth=1.5
d(F0.75 sH arp=0. v=3. file=stf.sac tF2.03
souÍce §pe=7 x=38.6832 5-30.8874 depth=10.9544 strike=143 dip=80 rake{ length=I.s width=l.5
d0=0.75 s0=0 aÍp:1.14E+20 v:3. file=stf.sac Ú=0.99
source qrye=7 x=39.5832 y-19.6874 depth:10.95,14 strike=I43 dip:80 nke=o lengtlt=1'5 *i6*:r.t
d0{.75 s0={ amp=9.13E+20 v--3. file=sf.sac tH).85
souÍce type7 x-40.4832 y-18.4874 depth:10.95,14 strikel43 di580 rake=0 lengÍh=l.5 width=I.S
d(F0.75 s0--0 ary=1.298+21 v=3. frl=stf.sac t0=0.99
source §pe:7 x:41.3832 y=27.2874 deptÉ10-95,14 strikrl43 drp=80 rakro length=1.5 widú=I.5
d0=0.75 s0=0 ary:8.75E+20 v=3. file=stf.sac ú=1.31
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souÍce typ€=7 x=42.2832 y-16.OA74 depth=10.95214 strikrl43 dip:80 rake=0 length=l.s údth=1.5
d0{.75 s0:0 amp=4.57E+20 v--3. file=stf.sac fl)=1.72
source typf-T x=43.1832 f24.8874 depth:10.95,14 strikr143 dip:80 rake=o lengú=l.5 width=l.5
d&{.75 s0-0 amp=4.23E+20 v:3. filFstf.sac t0=2.17
source type=7 x=38.4749 y-{,0.7311depth=12.4316 sÍike:143 di580 rake=O length=1.5 width=l.s
d0{.75 sFO amp=3.04E+20 v:3. filFstf.sac ú:1.44
souÍce typr7 x-_39.9749 y-19.531I depth=12.4316 stike=143 dip:80 rakrOlengt[=1.5 width=l.5
dH).75 sFO ampd.ME+20 v:3. filrstf.sac t0=1.35
souÍce type:7 x:40.2749 y-)83311depth=12.4316 strike=I43 dip=80 rake{ length=I.5 width=l.5
dF0.75 s0=0 arp:7.61E+20 v:3. filrsf.sac t0:1.44
source t)?e=7 x=41.1749 y-17 .1311 depth=12.43 16 strike=I43 dip=80 rake{ length:l.S widú:1.5
d0=0.75 s0=0 amp:7.228+?-0 v=3. frlrstf.sac t0=1.68
source q/pe=7 x=42.0749 y-25,9311depú:12.4316 strikrl43 dip=Sg Íak€=0 length=l.5 údth=1.5
d0=0.75 s0:0 amF6.39E+20 v-{. filrstf.sac t0--2.02
source qpe:7 x=42.9749 y=24.7311depth=12.4316 strikel43 dip:80 raked) length=l.5 width=I.s
d0=0.75 s0=0 amp=5.71E+20 rr-3. file=stf.sac t0=2.4
sac x13.65 24. y=34.34 filr"sac.fiemont"
sac x=32.66 24. y-15.00 filr"sac-sanjoseres"
sac x:30.00 z={. 5-23.33 filr"sac.sanjoseap"
sac x=27 .66 24. y=28.,14 fi le="sac.milpitas"
sac x=34.44 rO. y=39.45 filr"sac.sunol"
sac x-41.22 r0. y13.66 file="sac.mthamilton"
perrallelnx=2 ty-àz=4
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c. Input Íiles of úhe models rvith modiÍied strike angle
#Strike 3080













p=2.40 s=l.10 r-2.30 z,24.2
93.00 s=1.40 r-2.45 214.? 224.5
p=3.6O s=1.95 r_2.5O z1=0.5 z2=t.
p4.20 s1.30 11.55 zl=1. z2=1.5
p:4.80 s:2.80 r-2.60 z1=1.5 z2:2.5
p:5.25 s=3.00 r-2.62 z1=2.5 z2:3.
p=5 .@ F3 .25 r=2.65 zl4 . z2=1 .
p=5.90 s=3.41 11.70 zt=5. z2=7.
p=6.15 s=3.55 r-2.75 zl=7 .224.
p4.35 v3.62 11.85 zl4. z2=17.
p=7.00 s=4.10 F3.OO zl=17. z2=25.
source qpFT x:38.82 530.93 depth=8. strikr3O8 dip:90 rarlcrl80lengú=l.5 width=l.5 d0=0.75
s0=0 amp=9.51E+19 v--3. filrstf.sac ú=O.52
souÍce q/pFT x:40. 530. depth:8. strikr3O8 dip40 ralcrl80 length=I.s width=I.S d(F1.2 s(Fo
amp=2.51E+20 v:3. filrstf.sac ú{
souÍce ttlpF7 x=41.18 529.07 depth=8. strike=308 dip=90 rake=l80length=l.S widú=1.5 d0{.75
s0:0 anp:2.05E+20 v--3. filrstr sac ú:0.52
souÍce tJpe=7 )F42.36 5-28.15 depth=8. strike=3o8 dip=90 rake=lS0length=l.5 width=l.5 d0=0.75
s0:0 anp:o. v--3. file=tf.sac t0=1.01
souÍce q/pFT x:43.54 y=27.22 deptÉ8. strike=308 dip=lo rarkrlS0 length=l.5 width=l.5 d0=0.75
s0=0 arp=o. v:3. filrstflsac t0=1.51
souÍce type=7 x=44.72 y=26.3O dep*r8. sEike=308 dip=90 nke=180 length=l.s width=l.s d0{.75
s0=0 arp=0. r-3. fil€=stf.sac t0=2.01
soulce t)?e=7 x=38.82 5{0.93 depth=9.5 strike=3o8 dip=90 rakrlSo length=l.5 údth=1.5 d0=0.75
s04 ary2.67E+20 v:3. file=stf.sac t0=0.61
source typ€=7 x+0.5{0. depth=9.5 shike=308 dip=90 nke=180 length=l.s width=I.s d0{.75 s0=0
arp:8.76E+20 v--3. f lrsf.sac tH.35
source typ€=7 x=41.18 5-29.07 depth=9.5 strike=3o8 dip=90 rakelS0length=l.S width=l.s d0=0.75
s04 ary'7.628+20 v:3. file=stf.sac t0=0.61
source q.pe=7 x=42.36 5-28.15 depth=9.5 strike=3o8 dip=90 rake=180 length=1.5 width=l.s d0=0.75
sH amp=l-l4E+20 v=3- file=tf.sac tFl.06
souÍce §?F7 x-43.54 y-17.27 deptlé.S strike=308 dip=90 rakrlS0 length=1.5 údth=1.5 d0=0.75
s0-0 unp=O. rr-3. file=stf.sac t0-1.54
source q/pe=7 x=44.72y=26.30 depth:9.5 strikr3O8 dip:90 rakrl8olength:1.s údth:1.5 d0:0.75
sFO anrp{. v--3. file=stf.sac t0--2-03
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soutce t),pF7 x=38.82 y:30.93 depth=I1. strike=3o8 dip-30 rake:l80 length=1.5 *;dth=1.5 d0=0.75
s0{) amp1.14E+20 v:3. fle=sf.sac t0{.99
source type=7 x=40. 530. depth=l1. strike=3o8 di530 rakr180 lengú=l.s údth=1.5 d0=0.75 s0=0
arafl .l 4E+21 v--3. fi lrstf.sac ú=0. 85
souÍce type=7 x=41.18 529.07 depth=l1. shike=308 dip=90 rake=l80 length:l.5 widú:1.5 d0{.75
s0{ am51.29E+21 v:3. filrsf.sac tH.99
souÍce type=1 x-42.36 y-18.15 depth=l1. shike=308 dip=90 rake180 length=l.5 widú=l.5 dF0.75
s0{ amp8.76E+21 v=3. Íilrsf.sac t0:1.31
source type=1 x-43.54 y--27.22 depth=I1. shike=308 dip=90 rak*180 length=l.5 width:l.s dF0.75
s0{ amp=4.57E+20 v:3. filrsf.sac t0:1.72
source We=7 x-44.72y:26.30 depth=l1. strike=308 dip=90 rakr180 length:l.5 width=l.5 dF0.75
s0{ amp--4.23E+20 v:3. filrsf.sac t0--2.17
souÍce type=7 x=38.82 5-30.93 depth=12.5 strike:308 dip:90 rakr180 length=I.s width=l.5
d0{.75 sH amp=3.05E+20 v--3. file=stf.sac íFl.zK
souÍce typrT x{0. y30. depth:12.5 strikr3o8 dip:90 rakr180 length=1.5 width=1.5 d0{.75
s0{ am5-6.85E+20 v:3. filrstr sac ú:1.35
source' type=7 x<l.18 529.07 depth=12.5 strikr-3O8 dip30 rake=I80 length=I.S width=I.S
d0{.75 s0{ amp:7.62E+20 v--3. filrsf.sac t(Fl.,l4
souÍce typr7 x-42.36 y=28.15 depú=12.5 strike=3o8 dip=90 rakrl80 length:I.S width=I.S
dH.75 s0{ amp=].238+20v=3. frçstf sac t0=1.68
souÍce tW€=7 x=43.54 y=27.22 deptÉ12.5 sn*e=308 üp=90 rakr180 length=I.5 width=I.S
dH).75 sH amp=6.408+20 v--3. file=sf.sac tF2.02
souÍce typ*1 x44.72y=26.30 depth:12.5 strikr-308 dip90 mke=l80 lengttt=1.5 *;6*t.t
dF0-75 s0{ amp=5.71E+20 v--3. file=stf.sac fi-2.4
ns x--23.65 r0. y=34.34 file="sac.&emonf'
sac p32.66 z=0. y=25.00 filr"sac.sanjoseres"
sac x=30.00 z=0. y:23.33 file"sac.sanjoseap"
src x=27 .66 r0. y:28.,14 filr"sac.milpitas"
sac x:34.44 z=0. y:39.45 frlr"sac-sunol"
sac x-41.22 r0. y:23.66 fi le="sac.mthamilton"
parallelnx--2ny--Zrz-4
#Strike 3380
grid r25 x=80 Y:60 dh=0.15 active=o
time df=0.005 ts4000
block p:2.,10 s=1.10 =2.30 z7=0.2
block p=3.99 5=1.4O r-2.45 z1=0.2 224.5










f4.20 s--2.30 11.55 zl=1. z2:L.5
p=4.80 s:2.80 r-2.6O z1=1.5 z2:2.5
p=5.25 s=3.00 r-2.62 z1=2.5 z2:3.
p=5.60 s=3.25 r-2.65 zt=3. z2=5.
p=5.90 s=3.41 11.70 zl=5. z2=:l .
pd.15 s=3.55 12.75 211.224.
y6.35 =3.62 =2.85 214. 2b17.
p7.00 s:4.10 13.00 z1=17 . z2:25.
source §De=7 x=39.,14 y--31.39 depth=8. strike-338 üp=90 rakr180 length=I.5 width:l.5 dH.75
s0=0 aq=8.22E+19 v--3. filrsf.sac t0=0.52
souÍce t)?e=7 x=40. 530. depth:8. strikr338 dip=99 *L-130 length=l.s width=l.S d0=1'2 s0=0
amp=2. 1 7E+20 r--3. fi l€=stf.sac t0{
souÍce tyIrFT x=40.56 p28.61 depth=8. strike=338 dip-30 rakrlS0length=I.5 width:I.S d0=0.75
s0=0 amp:1.77E+20 v:3. file=stf.sac tH.52
souÍce t)?e=7 x+ l.l2 y-17.22 dqtÉ8. stike=338 dip'jo rakr180 length=I,s width=l.5 d0=0.75
s(F0 amp{. v=3. file=tf.sac t(Fl.01
source §pe=7 x:41.68 5-25.82 depth=8. strikr338 dip=90 rake=180 lengú=l.s width=l.s dF0.75
s0=0 amp=O. v--3. file=tf.sac t0=1.51
source type=7 x=42.24 y:24.43 dsptÉ8. strikr338 dip=90 rake180 length=l.5 width=l.S d0{'75
s0=0 amp=0. v:3- file=stf.sac t0=2.01
souÍce tlpFT x=39.44 y--31.39 depth:9.5 strike=338 dip=90 rakr180 lengú=l.s widú:1'5 dF0.75
sFO amp--2.30E+20 v==3- file=stf.sac t0:0-61
souÍce qpe=7 x=40.530. depth4.5 strike338 dip=90 rake=180 length=l.s width=l'S d0{.75 s0{
amp=7.56E+20 rr3. filFstf.sac t0=0.35
souÍce typFT x=40.56 528.61 depth=9.5 strike=338 di530 rake=180 length=I.s width=I.5 d0{.75
s0=0 amp:6.58E+20 v--3. flFstf.sac t0{.61
sonrce type7 x=41.12y=27.22 dept]lr9.s st*e--338 dip=90 rak*180 lengú=1.5 *i6*1.5 dH.75
s0{) amp=9.83E+19 v=3. file=f.sac t0-1.06
souÍce §pF7 x=41.68 y--25.82 depth3.5 strikr338 dip=|0 rakrl8olength=1.5 width:l.s d0--0'75
s0:0 aup=Q. 15-3. 6le=tf.sac t0=1.54
souÍce type=7 x=42.24 y-14.43 deptÉ9.5 strikr338 di5-90 rakr180 length:l.S width=I.S d0=0.75
s0{ amp=0. v==3- file=stf.sac t0=2.03
§ource we-7 É9.44y=31.39 depth=l1. strike=338 dip=90 rakr180 length=l.5 width=I.s dH'75
s0{ amp:9.83E+19 v=3- filrstf.sac t0{)-99
souÍce qDe:T x=40. y--30. depú=11. strikr338 dip-30 rakr180 length=l's width=I.s d0=0.75 s0{
aÍp:7.89E+21 v=3. filrstf.sac ú=0.85
souÍce q/p€=7 x+0.56 y=28.61 depth=l1. strike=338 dip-30 rake=180 length:I.5 widú=1.5 d0=0.75
sH amp=l.l2E+2l rr-3. filrstf.sac tH.99
source §1pe=7 )F4l.l2 y-17.22 depÉI1. strike=338 dip:90 rake180 length=l's widtb-1.5 d0{.75
s0:0 aÍp:7.56E+20 v=3. file=stf.sac t0= 1 .3 1
souÍce type:7 x=41.68 525.82 depth=l1. strikr338 di590 rakr180 lengú:l.S údth=1.5 d0=0.75
sH amp=3-95E+20 rr-3. file=sÉ.sac t0:1.72
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source typeT x-42.24 y=24.43 depth:l 1. strikr338 dip=90 rake-180 lengú=l.5 width=l.5 dF0.75
s0=0 amp=3.668+20 v:3. file=stf.sac t0=2.17
sonrce typrT x-'39.44 y3l.39 depth:12.5 strike=338 dip=90 rake=180 length:l.5 width=1.5
d0{.75 sH anp:2.638+20 v-_3. filrstf.sac t0=1.,14
source type:7 x:40. 5-30. depth=12.5 strike=338 dip:90 rake:180 lengÍh:l.S widú=I.5 d0{.75
s0=0 amp=5.91E+20 v:3. Íile=stf.sâc t0=1.35
source t)?F7 x:40.56 5-28.61 depth=12.5 strike=338 dip=pQ 14pg=130 length=l.5 údth=1.5
d0:0.75 s0:0 arp:6.58E+20 rr-3. filrstf.sac t0:1.,14
source type:7 x=41.12y-27.22 deptÉ12.5 strikr338 dip:90 rerke=180 length=l.s width=I.s
dH).75 s(F0 amp=6.24E+20 v{. frle=stf.sac t0=1.68
souÍce type7 x-41.68 y--25.82 depth=12.5 shike=338 ú'p=90 rake=180 length=l.5 widú=1.5
d0=0.75 s0-0 amp=5.53E+20 rr-3. file:stf.sac t0:2.02
source type7 x42.24 y44.43 depth:12.5 strike:338 dip:90 rakr180 lengú:l.5 width=I.5
d0{.75 sH amp:4.93E+20 v--3. filrstf. sac fi=2.4
sac 123.65 r0. 534.34 file="sac.fremont"
sar 132.66 r0. y-25.00 file="sac.sanjoseres"
sac x=30-00 z=0. f-23.33 file"sac.sanjoseap"
sac x=-27 .66 z=0. y--28.,14 file-"sac.milpitas"
sac x:3 4.44 r0. y:3 9.45 fi lr"sac.sunol"
sac x-41 .22 r0 . y-13 .66 file:"sac.múamilton"
parallel nx=2 ny--2 nz=4
a2
d. Input Íile of the model with modiÍied fault plane length
#Length 13.5 km













p=2.,10 s=l.10 F2.30 z24.2
p=3.00 s=l.40 r:2.45 214.2 224.5
p=3.60 s=1.95 r-2.50 zl=0.5 z2:1.
p=4.20 s-1.30 Í4.55 zl=1. z2=1.5
p=4.80 s=2.80 r-2.60 zl=1.5 ú:2.5
p=5.25 s=3.00 r-2.62 zl=2.5 221.
p:5.60 s=3.25 r:2.65 z1:3. z2=5-
p:5.90 s=3.41 11.70 z1=5. z2=7.
p6.15 s:3.55 r-2.75 zl=7. z2=9.
p=6.35 s=3 .62 r=2.85 zt4 . z2=17 .
p:7.00 s=4.10 r-3.00 zl=17 . z2=25.
source ry[/e:7 x:37.30 y:33.60 depth=8. strike=323 dip:90 rake=180 lengtn=1-5 *i66:1.5 d0{.75
s0=0 amp=O. rr-3. file=tf.sac ú=1.5075
source qpFT x=38.20 5-32.40 depth=8. strikr323 dip-30 rake=180 leneÍh=l.S width=I.S d0=0.75
s0=0 amp{. v:3. file=stf.sac t0=1-0112
souÍce [rpe:7 x=39.10 531.20 depth=8. strikr323 dip=90 rakrl8olength=1.s width:1.5 dH.75
sH emp=8.53E+19 rr-3. file=stf.sac t0=0.52
source type=7 x=40.530. depth=8. strike=323 dip=90 rake=180 lengú:l.5 údth=1.5 d(Fl.2 sH
rry=2.258+20 r-3. filrsf.sac t(F0
source type=7 x--40.90 f18.80 depth:8. strike=323 dip:90 rake=180 lengú:I.s width=l.5 d0{.75
s0-0 amp:l.84E+20 v:3. file=sf.sac t0=0.52
souÍce type=7 x=41.80 y--27.60 depth:8. strike=323 dip:90 rake=l80 length=1.5 width=I.S d0:0.75
s0=0 amp=O. v:3. file=stf.sac tFl.0112
souÍce type=7 x=42.70 y--26.40 depth:8. strikr323 dip=90 rakrl8olengú:l.S údth=1.5 d0{.75
sFo anrp=0. v--3. file=stf.sac ú=1.5075
souÍce we=7 x43.60 125.20 depth=8. strikr323 dip=90 rakr180 length=1.5 width=l.S d0=0.75
s0:0 amp=O. v:3. file=stf.sac 1F2.0056
source t,?F7 x+4.50 y=24.00 def'th=8. strikr323 dip=po rake=l80lengú=l.s údth:1.5 dH-75
s0=0 amp=O. v:3- file=stf.sac t0=2.5045
source type=7 x=37.30 5-33.60 depth:9.5 strike=323 dip:90 rarke=180 lengú=I.s width=I.s d0{.75
sH amp{. v=3. file=stf-sac tF1.5,103
solllre tnre=7 x:38.20 532.40 depth=9.5 strikr323 dip=90 rakr180 length=l.5 width=1'5 d0=0.75
s0=0 anp:0. v:3. file=stf.sac t0=1.0595
souÍce type=7 x:39.10 531.20 depth=9'5 sÍike=323 üp=90 rakrlS0length:l.5 width=I.s d0{.75
sH) amp=2.39E+20 v--3. file=tf.sac íF0.6103
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souÍce typrT x=40.530. depth=9.5 sbike=323 di530 rakrlS0 lenglh=l'5 width=I.S dF0'75 s0{
amgT-84E+20 v--3. fi lrstf.sac tH).35
source tJrpe=7 x=40.90 y--28.80 depth=9.5 strikr323 ü5-90 rake=180 lengú:I.S widú=1.5 d0{.75
s0{) âmp=6.82E+20 v--3. file=stf.sac t0=0.6103
source tl/pe=7 x=41.80 527.60 depü=9.5 strikr323 dip90 rake=180 lengú=l.S width=l.S d0=0.75
s0:0 amp:l.02E+20 rr-3. file:sf.sac ú=1.0595
souÍce qp€=7 x=42.70 y=26.40 depúr9.5 shike=323 dip:90 rakrl80 length=l.5 width=l.S d0{.75
s0=0 amp{. v:3. filrstf.sac t0=1.5,103
source §pe:7 x=43.60 y25.20 depth=9.5 strike-323 di590 rake180 length=I.S width=l'5 d0{.75
s0{ amp{. v--3. file=stf-sac t(F2.0304
source type=7 x=44.50 5-24.00 depth=9.5 strike=323 dip90 rake=180 lengú=I.S width=l.S dF0.75
s0{ amp={. v:3. fle=stf.sac t0:2.52'14
sonÍce type=1 x=37 -3O y33.60 depú=11. strike=323 di590 rakr180 length:l.S width=1.5 d0=0.75
s0=0 amp=1.36E+20 v--3. file=stf.sac t0=1.7241
souÍoe sprT x=38.20 532.40 depth=l l. shike=323 dip:90 rakrl8O length:l.5 widú=1.5 d0=0.75
s0=0 arp=0. v:3. filrstf.sac t0=1.3124
source q/pe=7 x:39.10 y=31.20 depth=l l strike=323 dip=90 rake:180 length=1.5 6dth:1.5 d0{.75
s0{) ampl.02E+20 v:3. file=stf.sac t0=0.9862
source t5pe=7 x=«). 5-30. depth=l1. strike=323 dip:90 rakr180 length:I.S údth=1.5 d(F0.75 s0'{
amp=8.19E+20 v:3. file=stf.sac t0=0.85
source t54e=7 x=40.90 5-28.80 depth=l1. strikr-323 dip=90 rakr180 lengú=l.S údth=1'5 d0=0.75
s0:0 arrp:1.16E+21 v:3. filrsf.sac ú{).9862
source type=7 x:41.80 y--27.60 depth:l1. strike=323 dip=90 rakrlS0 lengú:l.S width=I.5 d0{.75
s0=0 amF7.84E+20 v:3. file=stf.sac t0:1.3124
source type=7 x+2.7O y16.40 depú=l 1. strikr323 dip90 rake=180 lengú:l.s widthel.s dF0.75
s0{ amp=4.09E+20 v=3. filrsf.sac t0:1.7241
source tyI,F7 x=43.60 525.20 depú:l1. strikr-323 di590 rakr180 length=l.S údth=1'5 d0=0.75
s0:0 anp=3.795"r20 rr-3. filestf.sac t0=2.1731
souÍce ryp€=7 x44.50 52.00 depth=l1. strike=323 dip=90 rakr180 lengú=l.S width=I.5 d0=0.75
s0=0 amp=1.36E+20 v=3. file=sf.sac tF2.6405
source qpe:7 x:37.30 533.60 depth=12.5 strikr323 dip=90 rakrl80 length=l.s width:I.s
d0=0.75 s0:0 amp:3.42E+20 v:3. file=f.sac ú-2.0180
souxce typ€=7 x=38.20 532.40 depth:12.5 strike=323 di590 rake=180 lengú=l.S width=l.S
dH).75 s0{ amp=3.4?Ã+20 v-_3. frlçstf.sac t0=1.6800
source type=7 x=39.10 y--31.20 depth:12.5 strike=323 dip:90 rake=180 lenglh:1.5 width-I.s
d0:0.75 s0{) amp=2.73E+20 v:3. file=tf.sac Ú=1.4396
soulce typFT x=40. y30. depth=12.5 strike:323 dip=90 Íake=180 length=l.S width=1.5 d0=0.75
s0=0 ampd.l4E+20 v:3. filrstf.sac t0:1.35
source type:7 x:40.90 5-28.80 depth=12.5 strike=323 dip=90 rakr180 length:l.5 width=1.5
d0:0.75 s0=0 arpd.82E+20 v:3. file=stf.sac t0:1.4396
source qpe=7 x:41.80 y27.60 depth=12.5 strikr323 di530 rake=180 length:l.5 width=l's
dH.75 s0{) amp=6.48E+20 rr-3. filrsf.sac t0=1'6800
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source t)?e=7 x+2.70 y26.40 depú=12.5 strike=323 dip:90 rake=180 length=l'5 widú=l.5
d0{.75 s0{ amp5.73E+20 v:3. file=tf.sac Ú=2.0180
sonrce type=7 x=43.60 y=25.20 deptÉ12.5 strikF323 dip=90 Íakr180 length=1-5 *i616:1.5
d0:0.75 s0=0 anp:5.12E+20 v--3. file=stf.sac t0:2.4130
source qrpe-7 x=44.50 524.00 depth=12.5 strikF323 dip=90 rake=180 length=l.s width:l.s
d0:0.75 s0{ amp3.07E+20 v=3. filrsf.sac Ú-2.8412
sac x=23.65 r0. f-34.34 filr"sac.fremont'
sac x12.66 24. y-25.00 filr"sac.sanjoseres"
sac x=30.00 z{. y:23.33 file="sac.sanjoseap"
sac x--27 .66 24. y--28.,14 filr"sac.milpitas"
sac r34.44 z:0. y-19.45 file="sac.sunol"
src x-41.22 r0. y:23.66 fi lr"sac.mthamilton"
paral.lelnx=Z ny-2 nz-4
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e. Input Íiles of the models with modified rupture velocity
#Rupture velocity 2.8 km./sec













p=2.40 s=l.10 F2.30 z2=0.2
p=3.00 s=1.40 Í:2.45 zl=0.2 z2:0.5
p=3.60 s=l.95 Í:2.50 zl=0.5 z2:1.
p=4.20 s:2.30 Í=2.55 zl=1. z2=1.5
p--4.80 s=2.80 r=2.60 zl=1.5 z2=2.5
p=5.25 s:3.00 Í=2.62 z1=2.5 z2=3.
p=5 .60 s:3 .25 11.65 zl=3 . z2:5 .
p=5.90 s=3.41 r-2.7021=5.22=7. 
.
p=6.15 s=3.55 r-2.75 z1:7. z2=9.
p=6.35 s=3.62 r=2.85 z1:9. z2=17.
p=7.00 s=4.10 Í:3.00 zl=17 . z2:25.
source type=? x=39.10 531.20 depth=8. stike=323 dip=90 rake=l80 lengÍh=1.5 údth=I.5 d0=0.75
s0=0 amp=g.378+19 v=2.8 frle=stf2.8.sac t0=0.5593
source type=7 x=40.530. depth=8. strike:323 dip=90 ráke=I80 length:l 5 widú=I.5 d0:1.2 s0=0
arnp=2.47Ê+20 v=2.8 file=stÍ2.8.sac Ú=0
source qr4re=1 x=40.9 \-28.8 depth=8. strike=323 dip=9Q 1alpg=130 lengú:l.5 üdú=I.5 d0=0.75
s0=0 amp=2.028+20 v=2.8 fi le=stÍ2.8.sac t0=0.5593
source type=l x41.8 y:27.6 depth=8. strike=323 dip:90 rake=l80lengú=1.5 width:1'5 d0=0.75
s0:0 amp=o. v:2.8 file=stÍ2.8.sac t0:1.0834
souÍce qr{,e=1 x=42.7 t-26.4 depú=8. sfike:323 dip=90 rake:I80 lengh=1.5 width=I.5 d0=0.75
s0=0 amp=O. v:2.8 file=stf2.8.sac t0=1.6151
source type=l x43.6 y:25.2 depth=8. strike=323 dip:90 rake=l80 length=I.5 v/idth=l.5 d0=0.75
s0:0 amp=0. rr-2.8 frle=stÍ2.8.sac t0:2.1489
souÍce type=7 x:39.10 531.20 depth=9.5 s[ike:323 dip=90 Íake-180 lengú:1.5 üdth=l.5 d0:0 75
s0=0 amp:2.63E+20 v=2.8 Íile=stf2.8.sac t0=0.6539
source type=7 x:40. }E30. depth:9.5 strike=323 dip=90 mke:180 length=l.5 width=l.5 d0:0.75 s0=0
amp=8.638+20 v=2.8 filFstf2.8.sâc t0:0.357
source type=1 x=40.9 y-28.8 depth=9.5 stdke=323 dip:90 rake=l80 length=I.5 width:I.5 d0=0.75
s0=0 amp:7.51E+20 v=2.8 Íile=stf2.8.sac t0=0.6539
source !!4,e=1 x41.8 y-17.6 depth=9.5 strike:323 dip=90 rake=l80 lengú:l.5 width=l.5 d0=0.75
s0=0 amp=l.l2E+20 v--2.8 file=stf2.8.sac tO=l.l35l
source type=7 x:42.7 y:26.4 depth=9.5 strike=323 dip=9Q 1a[çs=136 1..gth=1.5 width=l.5 d0=0.75
s0=0 amp:O. v:2.8 file:stD.8.sac t0:l'6503
soüce type=1 x-43.6 y=25.2 depth=9.5 srike:323 dip=90 rake:180 lengú:l.5 width=1.5 d0:0.75
s0=0 arnp=0. v:2.8 file=stf2.8.sac t0=2.1754
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source typFT x:39.10 y:31.20 depth=l1. strüe=323 dip=90 rakrlS0 length=1.5 width:1.5 d0=0.75
sH amp=l-l2E+20 v:2.8 frle-stf2'8.sac tFl.0566
source §pe=7 x=40. 530. depú=I1. strike=323 dip:90 mle180 length=l.s width=1.5 d0=0.75 s0{
amp=9.00E+20 v=2.8 file=tfl2.8.sac t0=0.9107
source typr7 x=4O.9 y=28.8 depth=l1. strikr323 di530 rake=180 length:1.5 width:l's d0{-75
s0=0 amp:1.27E+21 v=2.8 file=tf2.8.sac 1F1.05669
source qpe:7 x:41.8 y27.6 depth=l1. shike=323 dip=l0 rakr180 length=1.5 width=I.S d0=0.75
s(F0 amp=s.63E+20 v--2.8 file=st2.8.sac t0=1.4062
souÍce type7 x:42.7 y-16.4 depth:l1. strike=323 dip:90 rake=180 lengú=1-5 6616-1.5 d0{.75
s0=0 amp=4.5 I E+20 v=2.8 fi lF-stf 2.8. sac tÉ 1.847 2
souÍce t)?e=7 x=43.6 y--25.2 deptÉll. strike=323 dip=!0 rakr180 length=I.5 width=I.S d0=0.75
sH aÍp=4.l7E+20 r-2.8 filrst2.8. szc fi:2.3284
souÍce t)?e=7 x:39.10 y=31.20 depth:12.5 shike=323 dip=90 rake=180 length=l.5 widtlFl.s
d0{.75 sFO amp=3.00E+20 v--2.8 file=stf2.8.sac t0=1.5424
source typFT x40. y:30. depth:12'5 strikr323 di590 rake=180 lengú=1.5 \'sidth=l.s d0{'75
s0{ amp=6.75E+20 v--2.8 file=stf2.8.sac t(Fl.'1464
source tnre=7 x:40.9 y--28.8 depú=12.5 snike=323 dip40 rake=l80lengú=1.5 width=l.5 d0=0.75
s0=0 amp:7.518+20 v:2.8 file=st0.8.sac Ú=1.5424
souÍce type=7 x=41.8 y:27.6 depth=12.5 strike=323 dip:90 rake=l80 lengft=1.5 vsi615=1.5 dF0'75
sH amp=7.12E+20 v=2.8 filrstf2.8.sac t0=1.8000
source !pe=7 x=42 .7 y-)6.4 deptÉ12.5 strikr323 dip=90 rakr180 length:l.5 width=l-S d0=0.75
s0=0 atrp=6.30E+20 rr-2. 8 fi lrst2. 8. sac fi:2.1 622
souÍce We-7 x-43.6 y-'25.2 depth:12'5 strike=323 dip--90 mkrlS0length=l.s width=l.5 d0=0.75
s0=0 amp5.63E+20 rr-2.8 filrstf2-8-sac t0:2.5853
sac x--23.65 24. y-34.34 fi le:" sac.fremont"
sac x-_32.66 24. y-)5.00 file="sac.sanjoseres"
sac x=30.00 z:0. f-23.33 file="sac.sanjoseap"
src x=27 .66 r0. y--28.,14 filr"sac.milpitas"
sac x:-14.44 24. y-19.45 file="sac.sunol"
sac x-41.22 A. y=23,66 filF"sac.mthamilton"
parallel wr--Z ny-) nr4
# Rupture velocity 3.1 km/sec
grid r25 x=80 Y=60 dh=0.15 activFo
time dF0.005 14000
block 92.40 s=1.10 11.30 z2=i.2
block p3.00 s:1.44 11.45 z1:O.2 ú=0.5










p4.20 s4.30 11.55 zl=1. z2:1.5
p=4.80 s:2.80 r-2.60 zl=1.5 z2:2.5
p=5.25 s:3.00 r-2.62 z1=2.5 z2:3.
p5.60 s:3.25 r-2.65 zl=3. z2=5.
95.90 s=3.41 11.70 z1:5.224.
p=6.15 s=3.55 r-2.75 211.224.
y6.35 s:3 .62 11.85 zl4 . z2=17 .
p=7.00 s=4.10 Í=3.00 zt=17 . z2=25.
souÍce type=7 x=39.10 5-31.20 depth:8. strikr323 dip=lO rakrl8Olength=1.5 widtb=l.5 d0{.75
s0=0 amp'i.37E+19 v=3.1 file=stÍ3.l.sac t0=0.5051
source t]pe=7 x{0. y=.-30. depth=8. strike=323 dip-30 rakrlS0 length=l.s width=l.S d0=1.2 s0=0
zmy2.47E+20 v:3.1 file=stf3.l.sac t0:0
source qpFT x=40.9 5-28.8 depth:8. strikr323 dip90 rakr180 lengú=1.5 width=l.s dH.75
sH anp=2.02E+20 v:3.1 file=tfJ.l.sac t0=0.5051
souÍce typFT x+1.8 5-27.6 depth:8. strike=323 dip90 rakr180 lengú=1.5 width=l.s dF0.75
s0:0 amp0. v:3.1 file=stB.l.sac íF0.9785
source type=7 x--42.7 y--26.4 depth=8. strike=323 dip=90 rake:180 length=1.5 wi6th=1'5 d0=0'75
s0=0 amp=0. v--3.1 filrstB.l.sac t0=1.4588
souÍce qpe=7 x=43.6 5-25.2 depú=8. strikr323 dip=90 rake=180 lengú:l.s width=l.s d0{.75
s0=0 anrp=0. v:3.1 file-stB.1.sac ú=1.9409
souÍce typ€=7 x:39.10 5-31.20 depth:9.5 strikr323 dip90 rake=180 lengÍh:1.5 width=l.s d0=0.75
s0=0 amF2.63E+20 v=3.1 filrstB.l.sac t0:0.5906
source t,?e=7 x=40. 5*30. depth:9.5 strike=323 üp:90 rake=180 length=1.5 widtl=l.S d0=0.75 sH
amp8.63E+20 v:3.1 file=tB.1.sac t0=0.3387
source type=7 x=40.9 5-28.8 depth:9.5 strike-323 dip90 rakr180 length=1.5 width=1.5 d0=0.75
s0=0 arp=7.51E+20 v:3.1 file=tfl.l.sac ú{.5906
souÍce type=7 x=41.8 527.6 depú:9.5 strikr323 dip=99 *Lo130 length=I.s width=l.s d0{.75
s0=0 arnp:l.12E+20 v--3.1 filFstB.1.sac t0=1.0253
source type:7 x{2.7 y-16.4 depú45 srüe=323 dip:90 rake:180 lengft=1.5 *idth=l.s d0{.75
s0=0 amp=O- rr-3.I file=stB.l.sac t0=1.4906
source q/pe=7 x:43.6 y=25.2 dqth4.5 strikr323 dip:90 rake=180 lencth=l.s width-I.5 dF0.75
s0=0 anp=Q. v--3.1 file=tB.l.sac ú=1.9648
souÍoe tlDe-7 )F39.10 y=31.20 depth:I1. strikr323 dig90 rake=180 length:I.s width:I.s dF0.75
s0:0 amF1.12E+20 v:3.1 file=stB.l.sac tF0.9543
souÍce type=7 x-40. 5-30. depth=l1. strike=323 dip:90 rakr180 length=I.s widfi=I.5 d0{.75 s0{)
anp4.00E+20 rr-3. I fi le=stÍ3. l.sac t0=0.8225
source type=7 x=«).9 5-28.8 depth=11. strike=323 dip=90 rakc=180 leneth=I.5 údth=1.5 d0=0.75
s0{ amp=1.27E+21 v--3.1 filrstB.l.sac t0=0.9543
souÍce q?F7 x:41.8 527.6 depth=l1. strike=323 dip:90 ratr180 length=I.5 údth=1.5 d0=0.75
s0=0 anp=8.63E+20 rr-3.1 filrstB.l.sac ú=1.2701
souf,ce typr7 x-42.7 y-..26.4 depth=l l. strikr323 dip-30 rake=180 length=l.s údtlFl.s d0=0.75
s0=0 amp:4.51E+20 v:3.1 file=stB.l.sac t0=1.6684
I:E
source q?e:7 x43.6 y=25.2 deptÉll. strike=323 dip40 rake=180 length:I.S width=l.5 d0{.75
s0{ am54.l7E+20 v:3.1 fi1e=stf3.l.sac t0--2,1030
source §pe:7 x=39.10 531.20 depth=12.5 strike=323 dip40 rake=180 lengÍh:l.5 width=I.s
d0:0.75 s0{) amp=3.00E+20 v=3.1 file=stB.l.sac t0:1.3931
source typrT x=40. 530. depth=12.5 snike=323 dip:90 rakr180 lengfh:l.S widü=1.5 d0{.75
s0=0 arp:6.75E+20 v:3.1 file=stts.l.sac t0=1.3064
sowce qrq,€-7 x-40.9 f-28.8 depth=12.5 strike=323 dip40 rake:180 length=l.s width=l.5 dG{.75
s0{ emp=7.5 lE+20 v=3. I file-stB. l sac t0-1.393 1
source §pe=7 x41.8 y--27.6 depú=12.5 strike=323 dip=90 rakr180 lengú=l.5 údth=1.5 d0=0.75
s0{) amp=7.12E+20 rr-3.1 filrstfj.l.sac t0=1.6258
source type=7 x=42.7 y--26.4 dqú=12.5 strike=323 dip=lO rakrlS0 length=l.s widú=l'5 d0{.75
s0=0 anp=6.30E+20 v--3.1 file=stB. l.sac t0=1.9529
source typFT x=43.6 y-25.2 deptÉ12.5 shike=323 dip-30 rakr180 lengú=l.s width:l.s d0=0.75
s0=0 amF5.63E+20 v:3.1 file=stfj.l.sac t0:2.3351
sac x:23.65 r0. y'14.34 flr"sac.ftemont"
sac x12.66 24. y:25.00 fle="sac.sanjoseres"
sac x=30.00 r0. f-23.33 file="sac.sanjoseap"
sac x--27 .66 2={. y-18.44 file="sac.milpitas"
sac 134.44 24. y=39.45 file"sac.sunol"
sac x=41..22 r0. y:23.66 fi lr"sac.mthamilton"
parallel nx--2 n5{ nr4
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f. Input Íile of the model with alternative velocity model
#Waldhauser & Ellsworth velocity model








y3.75 s2.17 14.36 zbl.O
f4.64 ç2.68 r-2.48 z1:1.0 224.0
p=5.34 s=3.08 r-2.59 z1:3.0 z2=6.0
p=5.75 *3.32 r).67 zl=6.0 z2=14.0
p=6.22 s=3.59 11.77 zl:14.0 z2=2O.O
p=7.98 s=4.61 =3.28 zl=20.0 /2--25.0
souÍce tyI,F7 x=39.10 y=31.20 depth:8. strikr323 dip=90 rakr180 length=l.5 widú=1.5 dF0.75
s0=0 aÍp:9.37E+19 v:3. file:stf.sac t0=0.52
sounce t,?e=7 x:40. y=30. depth=8. strike=323 dip40 rake=180 length:I.5 width=l.5 d0=1.2 s0{
any2.47E+20 v-'3 fiIr-stf.sac ú{)
source qpe=7 x-40.9 528.8 depth:8. stritr323 dip-30 rakrlS0 lengtn=1.5 *i6*:1.5 d0-0.75
s(F0 amp=2.02E+20 \--3. filF-stf.sac t0--0.52
source typeT re41.8 527.6 depth=8. strikr323 dip=90 rake=180 lengú:1.5 width=I.s dG{.75
s0=0 anrp=O. rr-3. file=tf.sac t0=1.01
souÍce typ€=7 x=42.7 y-16.4 deptÉ8. strike=323 üp=90 rakr180 length=1.5 widú=l'5 d0=0.75
s0=0 amp=0. v:3. filrstf.sac t0=1.51
source tlpe=7 x=43.6 5-25.2 depú=8. stike=323 üp=90 rakrl80 lengtb=l'S width=l.s d0=0'75
sH amp=O. v:3. file=sf.sac t0-2.01
source type=7 re39.l0 y--31.20 depth:9.5 strikr323 ú'p=90 ra&rlSolength=I.5 width=l.5 d0=0.75
s0=0 aÍp=2.63E+20 v--3. filrsf.sac t0:0.61
sowce typrT x:40. 530. depth:9.5 stike=323 dip=90 rakrl80 lengú=l.s width=l.5 d0=0.75 s0=0
ary:8.63E+20 v--3. f le=stf.sâc t0{.35
source spe:7 x:40.9 528.8 depú:9.5 strikr323 dip_30 rakr180 length:I.S width=I.S d0=0.75
s(Fo amp:7.51E+20 r--3. file=tf-sac t(F0.61
source t1pe7 re41.8 527.6 depth=9.5 stikr323 di590 rakr180 length=1.5 width=l.s d0{.75
s0=0 amp:1.12E+20 v--3. filrstf.sac t0=1.06
souÍce typFT x:42.7 y16.4 depth4.5 strike=323 dip:90 rake=180 lenSÍh=1.5 width=l.5 d0{.75
s0{ ampí). rr-3. filrstf.sac t0=1.54
souÍce qpe:7 x=43.6y--25.2 deptH.s strikr323 dip:90 rakrlS0 length=l.s údth:1.5 d0=0.75
s0=0 anp=O. v:3. filrstf.sac t0:2.03
souÍce typrT x=39.10 531.20 depth=l1. strike=323 dip=90 rake:180 l€ngth=l.s width=l.s d0{.75
s0=0 amp:1-12E+20 v:3. filFstf.sac t(){.99
source qpe=7 x=40. 530. depú:11. strike=323 dip--90 rake=180 lengú=l.s width=l.S d0:0.75 s0=0
amP=9.00E+20 v:3. file=stf.sac t0:0.85
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souÍce qpFT x=40.9 528.8 depth:l1. strikr323 dip90 rake=180 length=l.s üdth=1.5 d0{.75
s0:0 aÍp=1.27E+21 v:3. filrstf.sac ú:0.99
source q.pe=7 x=41.8 527.6 depth=11. strikr323 dip:90 rakr180 length=l.S üdth=1.5 d0=0.75
sH amp:8.63E+20 v=3. filrstf.sac t0=1.31
source qpe:7 x:42.7 y-26.4 &ptlvll. strike=323 üp=90 rake=180 lengÍh=l.s width:l.5 dH.75
s0=0 amp-4.51E+20 v=3. file=stf.sac t0=1.72
source type=7 x=43.6 y-.25.2 deptlrl l. stikr323 üp=90 rake=180 length=I.5 width=I.S d0=0.75
s0=0 amp4.l7E+20 v:3. file=stfsac t0=2.17
souÍce type=7 x=39.10 531.20 depth:12.5 strike=323 dip=90 rake-180 length=l.s width=I.s
d0{.75 s0{ amp=3.00E+20 v--3. filrsf.sac tF1.44
souÍce tyI,F7 x=40. 530. rlepth=I2.5 strikr323 dip=90 rake-I80 length=l.5 width=l.5 d0{.75
s0=0 ampd.75E+20 v--3. flrsf.sac t0:1.35
source tlpFT x:40.9 5-28.8 depth=12.5 strike=323 dip=90 rake=180 length:1.5 width=l.S dH).75
sH amp:7.51E+20 v-_3. file=tf.sac t0=1.44
source §pe=7 x+1.8 527.6 depú=12.5 stike=323 dip-jo rate=180 length=l.s widtlFl.s d0=0.75
s0{ amp:7.12E+20 v=3. file=tf.sac tFl.68
source type=7 x=42.7 y:26.4 drcptÉ12.5 strike=323 dip-jO rakr180 length:1.5 width:I.s d0=0.75
s0=0 ampd.30E+20 v=3. filrsf.sac ú:2.02
souÍce type7 x43.6 y-25.2 depth=12.5 strike=323 dip=90 rakrlSolengtlF-l.5 width=I.s d0{.75
s0:0 amp:5.63E+20 rr-3. file=sf.sac t0=2.4
sac x=23.65 r{). y:34-34 file="sac.fremont"
sac x=32.66 24. y-'25.00 file="sac.sanjoseres"
sac x=30.00 r0. y:23.33 file:"sac.sanjoseap"
szc x-17 .66 z4 - y--28.,14 f le="sâc.milpitas'
sas x-14.44 z-4. y19.45 file="sac.sunol"
sar x-41.22 n0. y--23.66 fi le="sac-mthamilton"
parallelnx=2 ny-iw4
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43. Synthetic waveforms obtained using original model
Simulated long-period (up to 1.4 Hz) waveforms were calculated for the time of
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Fig. A3-6. Synúetic waveforms for the three channels of the station 1684
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44. Time-frequency misfit computation algorithm
clear
[data-ref, header-refl =sac2mat('fi]e name of reference signal');
S_ÍeÊdata_ref;
[data, header]:sac2mat('fite name of comparable signal');
S:(data( I :lengú(S_ref))');
ldelta:header_re( 1 : I );//sampling rate
t_min=0;iiinitial time






TFR-reÊcwt(S-ref, a, 'cmor1-1.5'); //complex wavelet tÍansform, time frequency representation of the
reference signal
TFR=cwt(S, a, 'cmor1-1.5'); // complex wavelet Íansform, time ftequency representation ofthesignal that
is to be compared with úe reference signal
delta_E=abs(TFR)-abs(TFR-reD ; //envelope difference
delta_P=(abs(TFR r€f).*(ang1e(TFR)-angle(TFR-ref)))/pi; //phase difference
TFEM:delta E/max(max(ab(TFR ref)); //time írequency envelope misfit (normalized difference)
TFPM:delta-P/max(max(abs(TFR-ref.1)); //time frequency phase misfit (normalized difference)
frgure (l); subplot(3,1,1), imagesc (TFEM), colorbar, xlabel ('time [sec]'), ylabel ('scaling parameter a');
subplot(3,1,2), plot (t, S-rei'red', t, S,'green'), xlabel ('time [sec]'), ylabel ('V [cr/sec]');
subplot(3,1,3), imagesc (TFPM), colorbaÍ, xlabel ('time [sec]'), ylabel ('scaling parameter a');
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Fig. A5-1.Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), comparison of observed and s)mthetic
waveforms (middle) and time-frequency phase misÍit (bottom) for the three channels (a - East,






































































































































Fig. A5-2.Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), comparison of observed and synthetic
waveforms (middle) and time-frequency phase misfit (bottom) for the three channels (a - East,
b - North, c - UP) of the station CHR
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Fig. A5-3.Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), comparison of observed and synthetic
waveforms (middle) and time-frequenÇy phase misfit (bottom) for the three channels (a - East,
b - North, c - UP) of the station MP3
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Fig. A5-4.Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), comparison of observed and synthetic
waveforms (middle) and time-frequency phase misfit (bottom) for the three channels (a - East,







































































































































Fig. A5-5.Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), comparison of observed and synthetic
waveforms (middle) and time-frequency phase misfit (bottom) for the three channels (a - East,
























































































































































Fig. A5-6.Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), comparlson of observed and synthetic
waveforms (middle) and time-frequency phase misfit (bottom) for the thrce channels (a
b - Irlorth,, c - Up) of the station 1684
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46. Results of quantitative comparison of originally
synthesized waveforms with waveforms ohtained using
models with independently modified parameters
a. Comparison of originally synthesized waveforms with waveforms
ohtained using models with modified dip angle
i. Reference model: dip angle - 900
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Fig. A6-a-i-1. Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)
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Fig. A6-a-i-2.Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)
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Fig. A6-a-i-3.Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)






























































































































Fig. A6-a-i-4.Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)
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Fig. A6-a-i-5.Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)
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Fig. A6-a-i-6.Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)
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ii. Reference model: dip angle - 900, strike angle - 3230
ModiÍied model: dip angle - 800 dipping in the south-west direction, strike
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Fig. A6-a-ii-1.Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)


























































































































Fig. A6-a-ii-2.Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)
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Fig. A6-a-ii-3.Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)
and time-frequency phase misfit (bottom) for the three channels (a - East, b - North, c - Up) of
the station MP3
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Fig. A6-a-ii-4.Time-frequency envelope misÍit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)
and time-frequency phase misfit (bottom) for the three channels (a - East, b - North, c - Up) of
the station Q32
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Fig. A6-a-ii-5.Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)
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Fig. A6-a-ii-6.Time-frequency envelope misÍit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)















b. Comparison of originally synthesized waveforms with waveforms
ohtained using models with modified strike angle
i. Reference model: strike angle - 3230








































































































Fig. A6-b-i-1.Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)
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Fig. A6-b-i-2.Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)
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Fig. A6-b-i-3.Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)




























































































































Fig. A6-b-i-4.Time-frequency envelope misÍit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)















































































































Fig. A6-b-i-5.Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)
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Fig. A6-b-i-6.Time-frequency envelope rnisfit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)












Reference model: strike angle - 3230




































































































Fig. A6-b-ii-1.Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)





































































































































Fig. A6-b-ii-2.Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and cornparison signals (middle)
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Fig. A6-b-ii-3.Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)
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Fig. A6-b-ii-4.Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)





















































































































Fig. A6-b-ii-5.Time-frequency envelope misÍit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)
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Fig. A6-b-ii-6.Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)
















e. comparison of originally synthesized waveforms with waveforms
obtained using model with modified fault plane length
Reference model: fault plane length-9 km














































































































Fig. A6-c-1.Time-frequency envelope misÍit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)
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Fig. A6-c-2.Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)
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Fig. A6-c-3.Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)























































































































Fig. A6-c4.Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)
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Fig. A6-c-5.Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)





























































































































Fig. A6-c-6.Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)












d. comparison of originally synthesized waveforms with waveforms
obtained using models with modified rupture velocity
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Fig. A6-d-i-1. Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)
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Fig. A6-d-i-2. Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)
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Fig. A6-d-i-3. Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)
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Fig. A6-d-i-4. Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)
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Fig. A6-d-i-5. Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)
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Fig. A6-d-i-6. Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison siguals (middle)

















Reference model: rupture velocity - 3.0 km/sec
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Fig. A6-d-ii-1. Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals
(middle) and time-frequency phase misfit (bottom) for the three channels (a - East, b - North, c
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Fig. A6-d-íi-2. Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals
(middle) and time-frequency phase misfit (bottom) for the three channels (a - East, b - North, c
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Fig. A6-d-ii-3. Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals
(middle) and time-frequency phase misfit (bottom) for the three channels (a - East, b - I.{orth, c
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Fig. A6-d-ii-4. Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals
(middle) and time-frequency phase misfit (bottom) for the three channels (a - East, b - North, c
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Fig. A6-d-ii-5. Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals
(middle) and time-frequency phase misfit (bottom) for the three channels (a - East, b - North, c
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Fig. A6-d-ii-6. Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals
(middle) and time-frequency phase misfit (bottom) for the three channels (a - East, b - hlorth, c
- Up) of the station 1684
1,44
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e Comparison of originally synthesized waveforms with waveforms
obtained using model with alternative velocity model
Reference model: velocity model - Aagaard et al, 2008
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Fig. A6-e-1. Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)
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Fig. A6-e-2. Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and cornparison signals (middle)
and time-frequency phase misfit (bottom) for the three channels (a - East, b - North, c - Up) of
the station CHR
1,46
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Fig. A6-e-3. Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)
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Fig. A6-e4. Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)
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Fig. A6-e-5. Time-frequency envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)
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Fig, A6-e-6. Time-frequencY envelope misfit (top), reference and comparison signals (middle)
and time-frequency phase misfit (bottom) for the three channels (a - East, b - North, c -
the station 1684
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